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Resumé 

 

”De amerikanske massemediers dagsordensættende indflydelse under præsidentvalgkampen i 2008.” 

Formålet med denne afhandling er at redegøre for hvilken indflydelse og påvirkning The St. Louis Post-Dispatch har i 

forhold til hvilke emner befolkningen synes er vigtige politiske emner under den amerikanske præsidentvalgkamp i 

2008. Afhandlingen tager udgangspunkt i agenda-setting teorien, som er baseret på opfattelsen af at 

nyhedsmedierne indtager en central rolle i forhold til informationsstrømmen og formidlingen af de vigtigste politiske 

emner under valgkampen.  

Til at belyse dette forhold tager afhandlingen derfor udgangspunkt i en case study som belyser forholdet mellem 

regionale (The St. Louis Post-Dispatch) - og nationale nyhedsmedier (The New York Times and The Washington 

Post, samt CNN og Fox News), i forhold til deres dagsordensættende magt samt overføringen af ænseværdighed i 

forhold til de vigtigste politiske emner under valgkampen. Derudover, vil denne afhandling også forsøge at 

anskueliggøre internettets indflydelse indenfor dette forskningsparadigme. Ydermere bestræber afhandlingen sig på 

at belyse hvilke demografiske og holdningsmæssige faktorer som muligvis kan forstærke eller formindske 

ænseværdigheden for vigtige politiske emner fra mediernes dagsorden (de politiske emner der bliver behandlet i 

medierne) til den offentlige dagsorden (de politiske emner befolkningen er optaget af).   

Undersøgelsen af ovennævnte er udfærdiget via en indholdsanalyse af førnævnte nyhedsmedier, som derved vil vise 

sammenhængen mellem nyhedsmediernes og befolkningens fokusering på de vigtigste emner under valgkampen. 

Resultatet af sammenspillet mellem nyhedsmedierne dagsorden og befolkningens dagsorden tilføres signifikans ved 

at udregne korrelationskoefficienten (Spearman‟s rho) mellem de to variabler.  

Afhandlingen er inddelt således at et forord begrunder behørigheden af endnu en analyse af nyhedsmediernes 

dagsordensættende proces under en præsidentvalgkamp. Derefter fremstiller de to første kapitler specialets 

problemformulering samt relevant teori.  

Kapitel 3 beskriver den metodiske opbygning af afhandlingen, herunder hvilke overvejelser der er gjort i forhold til at 

fremstille et brugbart spørgeskema, som er baggrunden for den empiriske analyse. Derudover definerer kapitel 3 

også de metodiske afgrænsninger der nødvendigvis har været nødtvunget for at holde sig inde for specialets 

rammer.  

Kapitel 4, gennemgår vigtigheden af de forskellige amerikanske nyhedsmedier og danner baggrund for hvilke 

specifikke tv-stationer, aviser samt internetsider, der skulle danne baggrund for den empiriske analyse.   
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Kapitel 5 inkluderer selve analysen. Kapitlet gennemgår resultaterne fra indholdsanalysen, samt diskuterer hvilke 

årsager der kan have været til grund for analyseresultaterne.  

Endeligt opsummeres, konkluderes og perspektiveres der på de vigtigste aspekter af afhandlingen i kapitel 6.  

Resultatet af analysen vedrørende nyhedsmediernes dagsordensættende magt samt korrelationen til den offentlige 

dagsorden (de politiske emner befolkningen er optaget af) viste at tv-stationerne CNN og Fox News havde den 

største indflydelse på overførslen af ænseværdighed mellem medierne og befolkningen. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

samt de to nationale aviser viste derimod kun moderat indflydelse.  

Derudover viste analysen også at holdningsmæssige faktorer, såsom interesse for politiske emner samt 

opmærksomhed på valgkampen, spillede en væsentligere rolle i overførslen i ænseværdigheden af politiske emner 

mellem nyhedsmedierne og befolkningen, end demografiske faktorer, herunder alder, køn og uddannelsesniveau, 

gjorde. 
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Foreword 

The powerful influence of the media in certain political situations such as its revealing pictures and stories from Abu 

Ghraib, and earlier the Iran contra affair, Watergate, The Monica Lewinsky affair, etc. just to mentioned a few, are 

amble evidence of the medias ability to control public and political discourse. The impact of news stories on 

politicians and citizens concerning their view on public policies and public officials demonstrate well how mass media 

can influence U.S politics (Graber, 2006 pg. 2). The notion of a powerful US media, coupled with my fascination of 

American politics, in general, and the American electoral process, in particular, inspired me to do a study on mass 

media‟s agenda setting ability during the 2008 presidential campaign.  

Even though the majority of prior agenda setting research has been conducted in an election setting, there are still 

plenty of reasons why the 2008 election would be an enticing case for yet another study.  

Firstly, the 2008 presidential election was historical in part because of the election of Barack Obama as the first 

African-American president. As a relatively unknown political figure in the US Senate from 2002-2006, how did 

people come to know about him both as a person, but also as a politician and what his view points was on various  

issues? The most likely answer is mass media.  

Secondly, the 2008 presidential election was exceptional in the sense that, with the exception of Hubert Humphrey‟s 

comeback in 1968, the candidate leading the polls after Labor Day usually ends up winning the general election a 

few months after (McKeever, 2006 pg. 113). In this election cycle Obama trailed McCain by 3 percentage points in 

the week following Labor Day (RealClearPolitics.com)1.  

Thirdly, the 2008 election campaign saw a record high voter 

turnout. In fact, the voter turnout has not been higher since John 

F. Kennedy ran for President.  

Lastly, it was exceptional in the sense that it was the first „hybrid-

campaign‟. An unprecedented convergence between newer 

media and older media happened during this election campaign. 

There is no doubt that new technology played a significant role in 

last year‟s presidential race. Just think that it was considered 

                                                           

1 http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/2008/president/us/general_election_mccain_vs_obama-225.html 
2 http://www.burrellesluce.com/top100/2008_Top_100List.pdf 
3 http://www.trivia-library.com/a/history-of-newspapers-the-st-louis-post-dispatch-part-3.htm 
4 Walter Lippmann was primarily known as an influential American award-winning writer, journalist, and political commentator. Lippman was the 
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significant in 2004 that Democrat Howard Dean had a website with a blog and compare this to the advances Obama 

made in his campaign with the help of newer technology. Obama‟s slogan – “Change has come to America” was 

evident in more than one way. Not only was Obama‟s political message one of separation and divergence from 

Bush‟s policies it was also a change in embracing newer technology to a greater extent than ever before. Obama‟s 

campaign, in part thanks to the Internet, shattered all previous assumptions about fundraising techniques or amounts 

received through the Internet (Rosenstiel, 2009). 

Even though the presidential election is a national, some would say global, event it does not receive equal amount of 

press coverage in all 50 states. Consequently, some states should be more interesting to look at than others. One of 

those states that most often have received attention from both media and candidates is “The Show-Me State” - 

Missouri. 

Missouri – A Bellwether State 

The reason behind employing Missouri, and in particular St. Louis, in a study 

concerning the agenda setting effect of the mass media was mainly because  

of the opportunity to go to St. Louis in the fall of 2008 to participate and 

experience the election first hand. However, this was not the only justification 

to use this particular area as background for my empirical research. Part of 

the explanation to why Missouri and Southwestern Illinois is such as 

interesting place, at least from an agenda setting perspective, is its 

geographical location. Missouri is often referred to as the heartland of 

America. It borders the great plains of Kansas and Oklahoma to the west 

and old labor intensive states such as Illinois and Iowa to the north/east. In 

effect, Missourians are a mixture of rural farmers and skilled labor. Area 

wise, Missouri is the 21st largest state and population wise it ranks 18th. 

Politically, Missouri‟s „split personality‟ is also reflected in its selection of 

governor and senators. Unlike many other states such as Utah, where the Governor and Senators are Republican, 

and New York where the Governor and Senators are Democrats - high state level political position are evenly divided 

between democrats and republicans in the state of Missouri. Also, in years of presidential campaigns, Missouri is no 

less important. In 25 out of 27 presidential elections the Midwestern state has supported the candidate who would 

eventually go on to win the White House. However, as the sole purpose of this paper is not to predict the winner of 

the election, but to trace the transfer of issue salience between the media and the public - Missouri is a fitting place 

as well for a number of reasons. 
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Firstly, the demographics of Missouri mirror the rest of the United States. This fact has particular importance 

especially when one is dealing with concerns of random sampling and surveys that has to adequately represent the 

general population. In many demographic categories such as 

education, population density and income – Missouri resemble 

the national average (The Economist, 2008).  

Secondly, St. Louis and the presidential election had another 

common denominator. The Vice Presidential debate, which 

was one of the four nationally broadcasted television debates 

was held at Washington University in St. Louis.  

This coupled with the fact that during the 2008 election both 

candidates fought harder than ever to win this particular state made it even more relevant.  

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

Covering the election in this part of the Country is the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The newspaper was founded by the 

1878 merger of the St. Louis Evening Post and St. Louis Dispatch by owner and Editor Joseph Pulitzer. The Post-

Dispatch is a morning daily newspaper published in the greater St. Louis area. It is one of the most prestigious 

newspapers in the United States and a dominant voice of the lower Midwest. According to data from the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations2, The St. Louis Post-Dispatch ranks 27th nationwide with a weekly circulation of approximately 

760.000 papers. Today the newspaper still tries to live by the visionary goal of Pulitzer, which was to;  

- " … fight for progress and reform, never tolerate injustice or corruption, always fight demagogues of all parties, 

never belong to any party, always oppose privileged classes and public plunderers, never lack sympathy with the 

poor, always remain devoted to the public welfare, never be satisfied with merely printing news, always be drastically 

independent, never be afraid to attack wrong, whether by predatory plutocracy or predatory poverty."3 

Thus some argue that the paper maintains a moderate editorial tone, but consensus is that the paper has a more 

liberal slant. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch generally endorses more Democratic than Republican candidates for office, 

and has taken editorial positions in support of liberal causes such as abortion rights and abolition of capital 

punishment. Naturally, one should think that this will have an effect on what political issue stories the paper prints, 

however, whether the paper is more left leaning or right leaning has more relevance to second level agenda setting, 

which is not analyzed in this paper. Thus, the 2008 campaign, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and Missouri and 

                                                           

2 http://www.burrellesluce.com/top100/2008_Top_100List.pdf 
3 http://www.trivia-library.com/a/history-of-newspapers-the-st-louis-post-dispatch-part-3.htm 
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Figure 2: Demographics of Missouri 

http://en.allexperts.com/e/j/jo/joseph_pulitzer.htm
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/616563/United-States
http://en.allexperts.com/e/l/li/liberal.htm
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Southwestern Illinois seem to be ideal objects for conducting a case study over the agenda setting process and the 

influence the American mass media have during an election campaign. 

 
 
 
 

 
Photographer: Thomas Vangshardt 

Photo: Barack Obama after his closing remarks during a speech at The Arch in St. Louis, October 18, 2008.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the agenda setting effects of a regional based newspaper during the 2008 

presidential election. For this purpose the St. Louis Post-Dispatch will be used as case study for such an analysis. In 

addition, this dissertation will also provide a comparative analysis of the agenda setting influence between The St. 

Louis Post-Dispatch and nationally distributed newspapers such as The New York Times and The Washington Post. 

Furthermore, in order to provide perspective on mass media‟s effect on the agenda setting process, the thesis will 

also look at the effects of other mass media sources – hereunder television and the Internet. In effect, this study will 

seek to answer following research questions:  

 Firstly, do the mass media create issue salience and agenda correlation between the media agenda and the 

public agenda for political issues?  

 Secondly, how influential is the agenda setting role of The St. Louis Post-Dispatch compared to, first of all, 

national print media, but also different media outlets? 

However, what is agenda setting? In practical terms, agenda setting theory deal with mass media‟s ability to 

influence our perceptions of what we consider the most important issue of the day. Other scholars have epitomized 

agenda setting with following observations (Perloff, 1998 pg. 208-209): 

“It [mass media] is like the beam of a search light that moves  restlessly about, bringing one episode and then 

another out of darkness into vision” – Walter Lippmann4 

“The power of the press in America is a primordial one. It sets the agenda of public discussion […] It determines what 

people will talk and think about…” – Theodore White5 

“The mass media force attention to certain issues. They build up public images of political figures. They are 

constantly presenting objects suggesting what individuals in the mass should think about…” – Kurt Lang6 

                                                           

4 Walter Lippmann was primarily known as an influential American award-winning writer, journalist, and political commentator. Lippman was the 
recipient of the Pulitzer Prize in 1958 and 1962 for his syndicated newspaper column, "Today and Tomorrow". During WWI Lippmann served 
as advisor for President Wilson. (http://www.answers.com/Walter%20lippmann) 
5 Theodore White was an American political journalist, historian, and novelist, best known for his accounts of the 1960, 1964, 1968, and 1972 
presidential elections. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journalist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_commentator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulitzer_Prize
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_1960
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_1964
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_1968
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_1972
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In effect, the hypothesis revolves around the basic premise that the issues highlighted by the mass media through 

their daily choice of news coverage will influence the public‟s perception of what issues are the most important issues 

of the day. One of the key terms in agenda setting theory is the word „agenda‟. Critics of media‟s role in politics or as 

a watchdog for democracy will say the media purposely and deliberately have an agenda to control the sphere of 

information available to the public. Critics of Barack Obama will most likely argue that Obama was framed more 

positively than McCain in the media and that the media assisted in the election of Barack Obama as President. 

Invariably, mass media only presents a highly selective sample of newsworthy events from a pool of relevant 

occurrences. However, one must acknowledge that politics has become „mediatized‟ and that politics today seem 

intertwined with media and mass communication. Hence, the recognition that the media cannot cover everything, and 

invariably make choices concerning content in their programming, is vital (Negrine, 2007 pg. 34). Therefore, in this 

respect, an agenda is not so much a conscious and deliberate notion (like having an agenda), but simply an agenda 

is a list of issues. In effect, mass media, including newspapers and broadcast journalism, through its news selection, 

stress the importance of certain issues over others (Wanta, 1997 pg. 2). Likewise, the public agenda is consequently 

the result of people‟s perception of what they regard as the most important issue during the election campaign (Kaid, 

2004 pg. 4)  

Yet, what constitutes mass media? And what is mass media‟s role in an election campaign? Ever since the first 

publication of a national newspaper and the first ever televised debate between Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy 

mass media, and especially television, has more than any other factor changed the landscape of political campaigns. 

Consequently, mass media is an influential factor, especially during election campaigns. The role of the press cannot 

be underestimated; the increase and volume of mass communication has increased immensely and its effect is 

especially noted during an election campaign. The advents of the Internet offers ample prove of this. According to a 

study by the Pew Research Center, 21 % of people said they got their political campaign news from the Internet – an 

increase of 700 % from 1996 (Farnsworth, 2006 pg. 9). Furthermore, the top five newspapers in the United States 

had a daily circulation of approximately 6.7 million newspapers (2002)(Farnsworth, 2006 pg. 145). On top of that, 

approximately 260 million homes had a television set with an average of approximately 100 channels7 to choose from 

(Trent, 2008 pg. 122). This coupled with the fact that the United has the highest average of television news time in 

the world, makes the United States ideal for the study of the notion that mass media shapes people‟s perception of 

what is the most important issue of the day – or what is also referred to as agenda setting theory (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 

221). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

6 German sociologist with an array of book publications hereunder “Battle for Public Opinion” (1983), “Television and politics” (2002-04) and 
“Collective Dynamics” (1961).  
(All quotes are from Perloff, 1998 pg. 208-209)  
7 http://www.itfacts.biz/average-number-of-tv-channels-receivable-by-us-household-drops-in-2004/1654 
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Without a doubt, the American mass media plays an essential role in providing voters with reliable and vital campaign 

coverage during an election season (Denton, 2002 pg. 199). To further underline this attribute of the mass media, 

Walter Lippmann resonated regarding the role of the mass media that;  

“ ...In many cases the complexity of an issue only become clear upon a thorough compilation of data and analysis, 

which most people are either uninterested in or incapable of doing. Most people, therefore, must have the world 

summarized for them by those who are well-informed and in most instances this would be the 

media.”(Medlibrary.org)  

All in all however, it is fair to say that the mass media has had a profound effect on the electoral process linking the 

general public and presidential candidates closer together (Trent, 2008 pg. 123). 

In spite of this fact, the influence of mass media on political behavior and attitudes are still fuzzy. This is in large part 

due to the fact that there a few absolutes within this category of research. The findings of one generation of scholars 

are often challenged by the next generation (Trent, 2008 pg. 123). In effect, the theory of agenda setting evolved 

from disenchantment with earlier studies regarding media effects.  
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Objective and purpose of the study 

Although there is a fairly large quantity of research dealing with agenda-setting theory, and much of this research has 

dealt with the media‟s influence and role during presidential elections, agenda setting theory is still not fully matured 

into a theory of media effects (Ahrens, 2004 pg. 47). Despite the fact that it has, since its early studies in the 1960‟s 

and 1970‟s, been regarded as the most contemporary and relevant approach when studying the relationship between 

the agenda of the mass media and that of the public, agenda setting is still a theory in constant development (Trent, 

2008 pg. 140). Not all aspects of the field are investigated thoroughly (Ahrens, 2004 pg. 47). In fact, most past 

studies of agenda-setting research has been conducted at the national level and mainly in the United States, 

consequently there has not been done very much research at state, regional or even city level. The few studies that 

has been done investigating similarities and differences at local and national level, has mostly been done using 

longitudinal studies and mostly of single issues (Hester, 2007).  

As a consequence, the aspiration of this paper is therefore to study multiple issue agenda-setting effects of the US 

mass media. The city of St. Louis and its metropolitan area and its largest newspaper - The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 

will form the basis of such an investigation. Furthermore, this thesis - besides adding to the existing body of literature, 

is also thought to provide insights to the limited findings of this particular aspect within the agenda-setting research 

framework.  

In order to study the agenda setting effects of mass media in the United States, this thesis will combine content 

analysis to measure the media agenda and a questionnaire survey to operationalize the public issue agenda. The 

content analysis was conducted using the Lexis-Nexis Academic website to compute the media agenda, which will 

be used to examine agenda setting effects both nationally as well as regionally. The data from the Lexis/Nexis 

content analysis will then be compared with empirical research data from the greater St. Louis area and data from a 

Fox News/Opinion Dynamics poll representing the public agenda at national level. The purpose will be to clarify the 

agenda setting power and the influence on issue salience for regional as well as national media during the 2008 

Presidential campaign.  

Lastly, while agenda setting may be dealing with a societal effect, Wayne Wanta8 notes that: - “…the process of 

agenda setting [also] takes place within individuals” (Wanta, 1997 pg. 5). In effect, if media do influence issue 

salience during an election campaign, are some individuals more receptive to accept media cues or are people 

equally influenced? In consequence, this paper will furthermore explore what effects individual demographic and 

attitudinal traits might have on the transfer of issue salience between the media agenda and the public agenda.  

                                                           

8 Wayne Wanta is a well-known scholar in political communication and media effects. He is also a professor at the Missouri School of 
Journalism and has published several books on the subject hereunder “How people learn about important issues – The Public and The 
National Agenda”.  http://www.journalism.missouri.edu/faculty/wayne-wanta.html 
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In order to answer these questions the following chapters will look at relevant themes in regards to agenda setting 

theory. In effect, chapter 2 sets the stage with an exposition of agenda setting theory. The chapter furthermore 

attempts to outline some of the most important factors that could influence the agenda setting effect of the mass 

media.  

Chapter 3 looks at the methodological considerations such as how to produce a workable questionnaire, which form 

the basis for the empirical analysis. Chapter 3 furthermore, defines the delimitations, which was enforced in order to 

stay within the formal limitations.  

Chapter 4 deals with the role of the media. The chapter, in particular, tries to address what medium people use to 

obtain political news and why? It furthermore establishes the state of each medium, in order to provide a detailed 

overview of the media landscape in the United States. Lastly, the chapter serves as reasoning for analyzing and 

using the specific media source employed in this thesis. 

Chapter 5 covers the analysis of the empirical research data. Besides examining differences between print and 

broadcast media, it also targets individuals‟ demographic and attitudinal attributes to see what variables might 

increase or decrease peoples agenda setting susceptibility. Lastly, chapter 6 provides concluding remarks and 

attempts to put the findings into perspective.   
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Chapter 2 

Theory 
 

The main purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the most relevant and influential theories or perspectives that 

account for how the media has shaped political behavior and attitudes. The chapter will furthermore look at 

interesting findings with relevance to agenda setting theory without these finding necessarily being an overarching 

theory within mass communication research. Also, a closer look at some of the earlier findings within the area of 

mass communication research will add to the understanding of agenda setting research.  

Early Mass Communication Research 

One of the key aspects of agenda-setting theory is the ability of the media to highlight certain topics or aspects of 

issues through the processes of agenda-setting (Hayes, 2007). By calling attention to some issues over others during 

the election cycle the news media, theoretically at least, form the public‟s opinion about the most important issues 

facing the country (Hayes, 2007).  

However, this notion has not been consensus with researchers throughout time. Earlier research of media effects by 

Harold F. Gosnell concluded that the relationship between social and economic characteristics coupled with 

newspaper reading habits could subsequently influence voting behavior (Trent, 2008 pg. 127; Perloff, 1998 pg. 190). 

This study served as the forerunner for the „hypodermic needle theory‟, which argued that media seemingly had 

unlimited power to persuade. The perception was that mass media messages were literally injected into the minds of 

the population (Trent, 2008 pg. 126). Researchers found that despite different individual characteristics of people, 

they responded in the same way when they received similar messages. Seemingly, there were no individual 

conscious but only a collective consciousness towards media messages (Trent, 2008 pg. 127). 

In the 1940‟s, new research began to challenge the hypodermic needle theory. Joseph Klapper, a mass 

communication scholar, conceptualized a new paradigm of media effects where he and others hypothesized that 

media could stimulate people‟s interest in the presidential campaign and encourage the public to seek out information 

about issues and candidates. Klapper and his colleagues furthermore assumed that the media was so powerful that it 

would convert voters to vote for another candidate. However, they found out that those who did change their mind did 

so mainly because of opinion leaders in the community and not because of direct media messages (Trent, 2008 pg. 

128).  
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The findings of Klapper‟s research concluded that media effects were very limited. In hindsight, the findings that 

media messages had little effect were primarily because Klapper studied changes in voting behavior and not 

changes in attitudes (Trent, 2008 pg. 127). This new paradigm came to be known as the „Limited Effects Model‟. 

Agenda-Setting Theory  

It was between these two extremes that the agenda setting hypothesis developed. Up through the 1960‟s when 

political actors turned increasingly towards the use of media in their campaigns and millions of people followed the 

debates and subsequently talked about various issues, it also became increasingly difficult for social scientists to 

ignore the impact media had on the electoral process (Trent, 2008 pg. 147).  

However, before agenda setting research became an accepted methodology for studying effects of the mass media, 

Bernard Cohen9 contemplated that: -“The press may not be successful much of the time in telling people what to 

think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about” (Dearing, 1996 pg. 1).  

As Figure 3 shows, the theory of agenda setting seems straight forward and very simple. However, contrary to both 

Cohen and the original agenda-setting model, agenda setting theory is much more complex.  

Figure 3: Original Agenda Setting Model 

 

Source: McCombs, 2004 pg. 141 

The concept of agenda setting theory first entered the realm of political science when Maxwell McCombs and Donald 

Shaw developed a theoretical and pragmatic approach to study and, more importantly, measure the power of mass 

media to influence issue salience and hence create correlation between the media agenda and the public agenda.   

The agenda setting paradigm evolved from what McCombs described as disenchantment with the minimal effects 

paradigm (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 227), which up until the 1960‟s was regarded as the most contemporary field of study in 

regards to media effects. In short, the minimal effects paradigm studied audience behavior towards direct media 

effects, however, inconsistencies in the results led researchers to look for alternative ways to measure media 

influence (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 227).  

                                                           

9 Bernard C. Cohen is the Quincy Wright Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. He is the author of 
The Press and Foreign Policy, The Public's Impact on Foreign Policy, and The Political Process and Foreign Policy. 
(http://www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/books/0347.htm) 
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The central aspect of McCombs‟ and Shaw‟s initial agenda setting research was to explore the degree to which the 

mass media influenced the salience of issues to the public in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. They did so by asking 100 

undecided voters, under the presumption that undecided voters would be most receptive toward campaign 

information (Trent, 2008 pg. 141), what issues they were most concerned about these days. The voters‟ main 

concerns were then pooled into five different issue sets that included foreign policy, law and order, fiscal policy, 

public welfare, and civil rights (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 228). For measuring the media agenda, McCombs and Shaw, 

accumulated data from news broadcasts, editorials and news articles from media sources in the Chapel Hill area. In 

summary, their results concluded that there were a close correlation between the rank order of the five issues on the 

media agenda and that of the public agenda. This in effect led McCombs to conclude that: - “the mass media may 

very well determine the important issue of the campaign…” (Ahrens, 2004 pg. 10). The agenda-setting hypothesis, 

consequently, comes closer than any other approach to confirm the notion that the mass media through its frequency 

of issue coverage tells people not what to think, but what to think about (Trent, 2008 pg. 140; McCombs, 2004 pg. 

59). In other words, people often assign importance to certain issue based on the way in which issues are presented 

by the media (Trent, 2008 pg. 141). Hence, the theory of agenda setting can be summarized with the following 

assumption - if  the media over a prolonged period of time cover certain issues more than others it will, theoretically 

at least, create correlation between the media agenda and public agenda. Consequently, the media functions as a 

gatekeeper for political information. 
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Expanding the agenda setting hypothesis 

Nevertheless, since the seminal study by McCombs and Shaw during the 1968 presidential election, the evolution 

and progress of agenda setting theory has expanded and today this field of research encompasses other aspects. In 

fact, the concept of agenda setting is much broader and a lot more complex than the original agenda setting model 

suggests (Wanta, 1997 pg. 1).  Some of that progression within the theoretical framework includes longitudinal single 

issue studies and individual data (qualitative research) as opposed to aggregate data (quantitative research). An 

operational model (Figure 4) of agenda setting theory can therefore be illustrated as a four-part model. In this model, 

several issues can either be paired with survey results of a group (Perspective 1) or with individuals (Perspective 2). 

Also, a single issue can again be analyzed using either aggregate (Perspective 3) or individual data (Perspective 4). 

This thesis incorporates perspective 1 and perspective 2.  

Figure 4: Operational Model of Agenda Setting Theory 

Source: McCombs, 2004 pg. 31 

Furthermore, agenda setting theory clearly does not exist in isolation therefore as the theory developed other aspects 

of agenda setting theory were explored (See Figure 5).  After McCombs and Shaw had laid the foundation of agenda 

setting research, phase 2 of agenda setting theory covered probable conditions - hereunder demographic variables 

such as age, income, and education, that would either increase or decrease agenda setting effects. Phase 3 

explored psychological aspects. In example, does people‟s level of political interest influence the effects of agenda 

setting? Results from this type of research have varied from time to time. These developments within the agenda 

setting process still occurred within the framework of McCombs original agenda setting model (See Figure 3 pg. 13). 

In recent time, however, scholars have further expanded the theory and moved beyond the original framework to 

explore other areas related to the original agenda setting model (Figure 5) (Iyengar, 1997 pg).  

Figure 5: Updated Salience Transfer Model 

Source: Kaid, 2004 pg. 11 
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Priming and Framing  

Within the „Media agenda‟ block (See Figure 5) of the theoretical framework of agenda 

setting theory, researchers operate with a two-tier system of agenda setting. Especially 

the concept of „priming‟ has great relevance to this paper. It deals with the notion that if 

the mass media are able to prime certain issues over others it will affect how the public 

rank the most important issue of the day. Both print and broadcast journalism uses this 

form of selective prioritizing whenever they decide what story goes on the front of the 

paper or occupies the opening story slot during the evening news. In effect, priming - 

also referred to as first-level agenda setting, is an integral part of the theory. More 

specifically, priming is concerned with what issues are assigned greater salience in the 

media, or what is referred to as news selection.  

Furthermore, the news selection and emphasis on certain issues by the media may, 

other than influence the public agenda, also affect how the media agenda can shape the criteria by which the public 

judge a political candidate. Consequently, if the media focuses on an issue that place a political candidate in a 

favorable light, people will subsequently judge a candidate positively and vice versa if the issue is unfavorable to the 

candidate. A good example of this is shown in 

Figure 710. Looking at President Bush‟s 

approval ratings from the fall of 2001, one will 

see that it topped with 90 % right after 9/11. 

Furthermore, statistics also show his approval 

rate hitting an all-time low in late October of 

2008 (app. 25%). A comparison of the news 

selection of these two periods shows that the 

issue, as well as the amount of coverage 

given to a specific issue, has affected the way in which the public judge the president.  

                                                           

10 (*)Note that the number of articles concerning terrorism in 2001 and the economy in 2008 does not match each other. These figures are 

indexed to 100, in order to show the difference in the amount of coverage. Furthermore, data is only collected from September 11-18 of 2001 

and 2008 respectively. These figures were then multiplied by four in order to get a greater time span. Lastly, figures portraying Bush‟s approval 

rating was extracted from pollingreport.com (http://www.pollingreport.com/BushJob1.htm) 
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Second-level agenda-setting, also referred to as framing, deals with issue attributes and how issues are reported. 

Issue attributes are often assigned or framed by the media. For instance, if the mass media were keener on whether 

or not the initial decision to engage in a War in Iraq was the right one, rather than focusing on what the present 

strategy should be, it inevitably excludes some aspects of an issue and emphasizes others. Some argue that framing 

is essentially the same as bias, however, according to Ahrens: -“…framing of news stories may have a more subtle 

and powerful influence on audiences than bias...” (Ahrens, 2004 pg. 17). It is this process of selective control from 

the media that makes framing a relevant issue when dealing with agenda-setting theory. However, this thesis will not 

go further into details about framing, as its principal focus is on the transfer of issue salience and correlation of 

agendas, which is based on quantitative and not qualitative and textual information.  

Intermedia agenda setting 

According to some media sociologists there is documentation that smaller media outlets, both broadcast and print 

media, look to more influential and elitist media for confirmation of stories newsworthiness (Ahrens, 2004 pg. 30). 

However, it is not only elite media outlets, such as The New York Times, that are able to influence the intermedia 

agenda setting - also wire services, such as the Associated Press, have an important role (Kaid, 2004 pg. 273).  

According to Ahrens, television showed more similarity in coverage than newspapers did, which could indicate that 

intermedia agenda setting is more significant in broadcast media than it is in the print media. During the 2008 

presidential election smaller media markets did undoubtedly use wire stories and there would in effect be some 

intermedia agenda setting in the coverage of the election. However this study does not - in the content analysis of 

various media, separate wire stories from stories written by newspapers own journalists and therefore intermedia 

influence on the correlation of agendas will not be taken into account.  

Causality 

Early agenda-setting studies were troubled by a lack of evidence concerning the cause-effect relationship between 

the media agenda and the public agenda. In order to prove the cause-effect relationship, researchers began to trace 

the rise and fall of public concern for certain issues and events in relation to changes in news coverage. One of those 

studies was conducted by Iyengar and Kinder who placed participants in a controlled setting to watch different 

newscasts, which emphasized different issues. Their findings concluded that the newscasts had a considerable 

impact on what issue the participants thought was the most important issue of the day. In fact, with few exceptions 

experimental studies have shown significant agenda setting effects. In almost every area of agenda setting research, 

the media has been found to influence individuals to adopt the media agenda (Ansolabehere, 1990 pg. 19.-20). In 

effect, it is fair to assume that constant exposure can make the public adopt the media agenda but also cause people 

to readjust their beliefs about what they regard as the most important issue of the day (Perloff, 1998 pg. 212). 
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However, as this study is not an experimental study there will most likely be complicating factors that could influence 

the agenda setting process. 

 

Factors influencing the media’s agenda setting influence 
 

Relevance and uncertainty 

Clearly, individuals do not have the same level of political interest and consequently individuals do not have the same 

„need for orientation‟ in relation to political issues. Conceptually, the „need for orientation‟ about an issue is closely 

associated with the concepts of „relevance and uncertainty‟. In effect, the greater the relevance an issue has, the 

greater a person‟s „need for orientation‟ will be, and it is therefore more likely this person will attend the news media 

to find out more about the issue. Furthermore, the concept of „relevancy and uncertainty‟ is especially prominent 

during election campaigns as people, initially at least, do not know much about the candidates (McCombs, 2004 pg. 

57).  In effect, if there is both a low level of relevancy regarding an issue and a low level of uncertainty the agenda 

setting susceptibility should theoretically be low. On the other hand, if an issue has a high degree of relevance and a 

high level of uncertainty the correlation between the media agenda and the public agenda should be highest 

(McCombs, 2004 pg. 59).  

In last year‟s campaign people already knew McCain and his position on issues from previous campaigns, but 

Obama‟s person and key political issues were less known. This serves as a great example of a situation where there 

is a high level of uncertainty which in consequence also increases peoples need for orientation. Theoretically at least, 

this should create a situation where there is a high level of correlation between the media agenda and the public 

agenda.  

Obtrusiveness vs. Unobtrusiveness - and the nature of an issue 

Another important concept that might very well influence the agenda setting ability of the mass media is if an issue is 

obtrusive or unobtrusive. If an issue is obtrusive, it means that people has had some personal experience with an 

issue. In example, if there is a high level of inflation the public does not need the media to inform them about what 

ramifications it might have – they clearly feel these ramifications every time they are at the grocery store. Effectively, 

inflation is an example of an obtrusive issue. In contrast, foreign policy is not an issue people have much personal 

experience with and they will therefore turn to the media in order to find out more about the US foreign policy. 

However, the concept of obtrusiveness and unobtrusiveness has no absolutes; it may very well be influenced by the 

nature of an issue (Perloff, 1998 pg. 215). Not all issues can categorically be determined as obtrusive or unobtrusive 
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to everybody. In example, to individuals who are unemployed, or know someone who is unemployed, the issue of 

unemployment and the job situation is obtrusive, but for tenured professors‟ unemployment is, most likely, an 

unobtrusive issue.  However, as this thesis does not include data on individuals‟ personal experiences with certain 

issues it is difficult to predict the exact influence of this concept. Even so, it should be noted that it could serve as a 

possible explanation to why some issues are higher on the public agenda than on the media agenda.  

Number of issues applied in research 

Maxwell McCombs has noted that at any time during an election campaign, the public and media cannot cover more 

than a few issues at the time. Consequently, there is strong competition among issue to have a place on both the 

media and the public agenda. The ability to turn attention towards every single issue during a campaign is highly 

limited, which means that neither the media nor the public can focus on more than a few issues at the time 

(McCombs, 2004 pg. 38). Logically, the more issues deployed in a research setting the greater likelihood there is that 

there will be incongruence between data on the media agenda and the public agenda.  

Demographic and attitudinal factors 

Obviously, not all people are equally susceptible to media priming. A central assumption is the „uses and 

gratifications‟ perspective, which reason that people have different motives for using either television or newspapers 

to obtain political issue information (Trent , 2008 pg. 136).  In effect, mass media usage, hereunder how much time is 

spend watching television or reading newspapers, will influence people‟s agenda setting susceptibility. However, how 

people use mass media are covered more closely in chapter 4 and will therefore not be covered in detail right now. 

Nonetheless, a number of studies have found that demographic and attitudinal variables might have some effect on 

the process of agenda setting.  

Some people are news junkies who pay close attention to what happens in Washington, whereas others are so 

disinterested, which a lot of Americans often are, that they do not even bother to vote (Wanta, 1997 pg. 25-26). 

Consequently, a high level of political interest should, theoretically, lead to strong agenda setting effects, because 

political interest is a precursor for searching out relevant information primarily from the news media.  
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Key findings from previous research 

After having provided a brief overview of how the theory of agenda setting has evolved, a closer look at some of the 

key findings should provide further insights to the theory.  

First of all, it has been noted that the average person generally accepts the media‟s ranking of the most important 

issues in spite of whether or not the individual has any personal interest in them (Trent, 2008 pg. 141). This is in 

opposition to the theory of „relevance and uncertainty‟ and also to some extent contrary to the question of whether or 

not an issue is obtrusive or unobtrusive.  

Wanta has furthermore noticed that agenda setting effects should be stronger with people who often attend the news 

media (Wanta, 1997 pg. 22). From Figure 8, it is evident that older people, in general, pay more attention to news, 

logically they should therefore also portray stronger agenda setting susceptibility than younger people.  Logically, if 

this hypothesis is correct, agenda setting effects should also be stronger for highly educated people because older 

people are generally better educated than younger people. 

Figure 8: Attention to news by age 

 

Source: Saad, 2005.  

 

Hill and Stone‟s (1985)  findings supports the notion that variables such as age and education will to be  stronger 

indicators of positive agenda setting susceptibility than the variables investigated by Weaver and Mauro (gender and 

race)(Wanta, 1997 pg. 22). In fact, educational level was, according to McCombs, the only demographic 

characteristic that demonstrated evidence of issue salience and agenda correlation between the media agenda and 

the public agenda (McCombs, 2004 pg. 40-41). In general though, relatively little is known about demographic 

variables in the agenda setting process (Wanta, 1997 pg. 21). 
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However, the effects of attitudinal variables are less precise. MacKuen et al. (1981) and Erbring (1980) found that 

highly interested people demonstrated stronger agenda setting susceptibility than those who were uninterested 

(Wanta, 1997 pg. 26). In contrast, Mullins (1973) and McLeod et al. (1974) obtained exactly the opposite result of 

MacKuen and Erbring – namely that highly interested people were less susceptible towards media‟s agenda setting 

effect (Wanta, 1997 pg. 26).  

Summary 

This chapter has demonstrated how the history of agenda setting research has transformed from the notion that the 

media influences the general population‟s perception of what issues are important during an election campaign, into 

a stage of conventional science. In recent years the paradigm has been considerably expanded, most noticeably to 

include disaggregation, longitudinal studies and broader concepts of what agenda setting entails. The chapter has 

furthermore touched on a number of factors, hereunder the relevancy and uncertainty of any given issue as well as 

demographic and attitudinal variables, that at some point during the development of the paradigm have shown to 

influence the process of agenda setting.  

Hypotheses 

Based on theories and key findings of past research relevant to this thesis, it is hypothesized that: 

H1: There will be agenda correlation between the media and the public.  

H2: Among demographic variables, educational level will be the strongest predictor of agenda setting susceptibility. 

H3: Attitudinal variables will show greater correlation with the media agenda than demographic variables.  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 
 

Before going into detail about how to measure agendas, time lags and survey methodology, the initial step was, first 

of all, to establish what defines mass media? For mass communications researchers, the debate over what 

constitutes mass communications has been ongoing ever since the term first appeared many decades ago, and 

technological advances add new features to the list all the time. Undoubtedly, mass media includes an array of 

different media outlets and news sources. Television, newspapers, magazines, radio and the Internet can all be 

regarded as valid definitions of what constitutes a mass medium, consequently, the next step was to determine which 

media outlets were appropriate to use for this study. Obviously, the analysis should include the most widely used 

media outlets, as it would be irrelevant to analyze media outlets not used by a majority of the public. In effect, for this 

paper, mass media is limited to include television, newspapers and the Internet, because as data in chapter 4 shows, 

these three media outlets were the most widely used to obtain political news and issue information (for more detailed 

information see chapter 4) 

Moreover, in order to detect whether or not there were any validity to the research questions and hypotheses, a 

quantitative content analysis of three different media outlets – newspaper, television and the Internet, was carried 

out. The data from these three media outlets were then compared with results from a Fox News/Dynamic Opinion 

poll and empirical research data in order to test the hypotheses.  

Additionally, there were also other relevant methodological aspects to consider. Firstly, how should the media-  and 

public agenda be measured? But also how should the findings be assigned importance or significance? Secondly, 

since the questionnaire served as basis for the empirical research, how should the structure of it be in order to get 

valid data for comparison? These questions, among others, were some of the main methodological considerations.  

Computing the media agenda – content analysis 

As this study aims to clarify the agenda setting effects, hereunder the transfer of issue salience and agenda 

correlation of regional and national media during the 2008 election, it was essential to, first of all, compute a media 

agenda.   

For this purpose, a content analysis was deployed to establish a hierarchy of issues based on the number of news 

stories in both print media (newspapers) and broadcast media (television). Furthermore, the print media agenda was 

measured at both regional and national level.  
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Content analysis is a quantitative measure that can be used to systematically code and measure media content and 

thereby determine a hierarchy of issues for various media sources (Brace, 2004). In this particular case, the content 

analysis was used to measure the hierarchy of stories concerning issues during the 2008 presidential election. Even 

though this method is the best method available to conduct this type of study, one should be aware that there are 

limitations to this methodological approach. According to Richard Campbell (2007), content analysis can sometimes 

be limited in its effect to measure content appropriately because of, for instance, the wording of search terms 

(Campbell et al. 2007 pg. 525). However, the content analysis was made as objectively as possible and based on a 

set of procedures in order to avoid subjectivity and bias. Furthermore, the data should be replicable. In effect, 

identical search terms were used to compute the national and regional media agenda which should eliminate the 

above mentioned problem. The following search terms were used to compute the media agendas: 

The economy: „us economy‟ 

Taxes: „income taxes‟ 

Health Care: „health care‟ 

The War in Iraq: „Iraq war‟ 

Jobs and Unemployment: „unemployment‟ 

Illegal Immigration: „illegal immigration‟ 

Energy and Environment: „environment‟ 

Gas Prices: „gas prices‟ 

Government corruption: „government corruption‟ 

National security/ Terrorism: „national security‟ 

Morality issues11: „abortion‟ and „same sex marriage‟  

Choice of Vice President: „Vice President Candidate‟  

Another methodological consideration focused on how to operationalize a media agenda. This could have been done 

by counting column inches of each story. Column inches could then be weighed in accordance to placement in the 

                                                           

11 The total number of stories for morality issues where computed as an average of the number of news stories on abortion and same sex 
marriage because there were a fairly large difference in results between the two search terms. 
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newspaper, so that front page stories would weigh greater than i.e. a story on page 3. However, as indicated earlier, 

an issue can either be obtrusive or unobtrusive to individuals and hence there is no guarantee that people will read 

the front page story if it does not have any personal relevance or interest.  

All in all though, the hierarchy of issues utilized to comprise the media agenda was computed, not by column inches, 

but simply by the number of stories assigning each story equal weight.  

Measuring the Media Agenda 

Before going into detail about how to measure the media agenda, a choice had to be made about the number of 

issue that should comprise the media agenda. Thus the number of issues deployed in earlier studies was looked at. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, McCombs and Shaw had five issues comprising their media agenda, while a study of 

local provincial parliaments and mayors in Spain by Lopez-Escobar et al. (1997), employed six issues to represent a 

media agenda (Kaid, 2004 pg. 261). Five issues were also used by Brosius and Kepplinger (1990), to investigate 

issue salience in Germany, and lastly, Eaton (1989) used 11 issues representing a media agenda (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 

238-239). In effect, based on the mean of issues in the above mentioned studies, the media agenda for this study will 

be comprised of seven issues.  

Furthermore, the media agenda is indexed using content analysis to determine the number of news stories about 

certain issues during the election campaign, while: - “Media content is usually operationalized as the number of some 

countable unit, such as the number of front page stories or column inches in a newspaper” (Dearing, 1996 pg. 35).  

In example, the total number of stories then measures the relative importance of an issue on the media agenda. The 

data for this project is compiled using specific search terms in the Lexis/Nexis Academic website, which is a website 

containing transcripts of most major news outlets in the United States. In effect, the regional print media agenda is 

based on the number of issue stories in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The agenda for the national print media was 

computerized in the same manner using data from The New York Times and The Washington post. The rationale for 

not using the USA Today or The Wall Street Journal, which are the two biggest newspapers in the United States 

based on circulation figures, is that the USA Today is a more populist headline-oriented newspaper with more focus 

on sensational journalism. Contrary to USA Today, The Wall Street Journal is not as populist and headline-oriented; 

however, the backside is that it focuses more on business and financial news rather than general news. Lastly, The 

USA Today and The Wall Street Journal are only published on weekdays. Consequently, these two newspapers are 

not relevant compared to The Washington Post or The New York Times, which also have Sunday and weekend 

editions. As a consequence, The New York Times and The Washington, probably the two most influential general 

content newspapers, seem like a fitting backdrop for analyzing agenda setting effects, mainly because they reach a 

large national readership and more importantly both newspapers are published Monday through Sunday 
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(Farnsworth, 2006 pg. 144). All three newspapers - The New York Times, The Washington Post and The St. Louis 

Post-Dispatch, were analyzed from September 1, 2008 to November 3, 2008. 

Besides the print media agenda, a national broadcast media were also analyzed in order to put the agenda setting 

effect of mass media into perspective. Accordingly, the same methodology was used to calculate the broadcast 

media agenda. This agenda was based on transcripts from CNN and Fox News – again the Lexis/Nexis Academic 

website was used to compute the results.   

Lastly, because of the recent year‟s advances in the use and accessibility of the Internet, a similar analysis of the 

Internets effects on the agenda setting process is highly relevant. However, the Lexis/Nexis website could not 

accommodate such an analysis as the website does not contain data from aggregated Internet news sites such as 

Google or Yahoo. Therefore the use of the Internet during the election campaign was measured in a slightly different 

way than the public agenda for both television and newspapers. As it was not possible to construct an Internet 

agenda similar to the media agenda for television and newspapers, a feature of Google Labs called Google Trends, 

which analyzes Google web searches were utilized to compute how many searches had been done for political 

issues, relative to the total number of searches done on Google over time. The results are therefore relative to the 

„main search‟ term and not absolute figures (Google.com)12. As a consequence, the construction of an Internet media 

agenda per se was impossible. The data simply describes how people search the Internet for various issues – in 

effect, the search volume index functions as a public agenda. 

Measuring the Public Agenda 

The most commonly used measure of a public agenda has been polls asking a question along the lines of; “What is 

the most important problem facing the country?” - Or also referred to as the MIP question. The data for the regional 

public agenda was gathered through a self-completion Internet questionnaire, mainly because there was no readily 

available data for the greater St. Louis area. The data comprising the national public agenda, on the other hand, was 

based on data from a combined Fox News /Opinion Dynamics Poll. Both agenda measures were conducted between 

November 1 and November 3, 2008. 

Consequently, there are a few aspects to consider when conducting a questionnaire survey. First of all, the self-

completed questionnaire was materialized in order to provide respondents with a standardized formula in order to 

answer the questions. Secondly, asking the exact same question to people over an extended period of time is 

essential in most survey research (Brace, 2004 pg. 4). Another important aspect by using a standardized 

                                                           

12 http://www.google.com/intl/en/trends/about.html 
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questionnaire is that it can easily be compared to other surveys, which is an essential attribute in relation to this 

paper.  

The questionnaire was structured in such a way that out of the 18 total questions, the first five questions covered the 

survey respondents‟ demographics, such as age, sex, social status and educational level because, as indicated 

earlier, these parameters are very likely to influence the agenda setting process. Questions 6-12 covered 

respondents‟ general interest in political news and concurrently, what medium the respondents mostly used to obtain 

political news (i.e. Television, Newspapers, Radio, or the Internet etc.). The reason behind acquiring attitudinal 

information in relation to agenda setting research is that people have a wide range of political interest levels. For 

instance, if people have a great interest in political news they will actively seek out information about various issues, 

which could make them more susceptible to agenda setting influences (Wanta, 1997 pg 24). Last, but not least, the 

last third of the questionnaire included the essential analytical data, hereunder the MIP question used in most agenda 

setting research (Hester et al. 2007 pg. 306). It furthermore included questions on the media coverage of these 

issues. Whereas the demographic and attitudinal data could be applicable in other settings as well, questions 12-18 

of the survey were more specific in their approach as they focused mainly on the issues relevant for the 2008 

presidential election. 

Another main consideration of the questionnaire was, first and foremost, focused on minimizing ambiguity in the 

questions and the order effect. A second consideration focused on providing adequate response codes. As a result, 

open ended questions were mainly avoided since these types of questions are often harder to analyze, than for 

instance closed questions with pre-coded and prompted responses using a rating scale.  

Although the majority of the data findings from the MIP question are based on aggregated data, the ability to conduct 

filter applications of the empirical research should allow for testing regarding the validity of certain hypotheses 

concerning individuals‟ agenda setting susceptibility. Even though, the main priority is to trace issue salience 

between the media agenda and the public agenda (Perspective 1) (See Figure 4 pg. 16), the idea that demographics 

and attitudes can affect an individual‟s agenda setting susceptibility will in certain cases, where relevant, be analyzed 

as well.  
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Calculating correlation - Pearson’s r-model or Spearman’s rho?  

There are two commonly used methods for calculating correlation between two variables – The Pearson‟s product-

moment correlation coefficient, also referred to as Pearson‟s r-model, and Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficient or 

simply Spearman‟s rho. What method to use depends on what kind of data one has – whether it is continuous (see 

Table 1) or categorical (see Table 2). Either way, the goal is to find out if there is a linear relationship between two 

variables and if changes in the independent variable (media news coverage) are associated with changes in the 

dependent variable (what people think is the most important issue during the election) (Schmuller, 2005 pg. 254). In 

general, if data is ranked, Spearman‟s rho would be beneficial to use, whereas if one has quantitative data i.e. pairs 

of data that are composed by numbers, then Pearson‟s r-model would be a better option (Niles, 2002). The 

Pearson‟s and Spearman's coefficients are mathematically identical.  

 

Table 2: Example using Spearman's rho 

  

Even though the questionnaire provided continuous data, Spearman‟s rho was used to calculate the correlation 

coefficient between the media agenda and the public agenda.  

There are both advantages and disadvantages for using either method. As one can see, the correlation score is 

almost identical and both examples show a significant positive correlation between news coverage (media agenda) 

and respondents who correspondingly say the same issue are important (public agenda). However, the reason for 

Issues: Number of stories % of total news coverage % of respondents saying  what 
issue is most important 

Economy 511 23% 29% 

Taxes 465 21% 9% 

Health Care 282 13% 10% 

Energy/Environment 245 10% 4% 

Gas Prices 167 7% 5% 

Correlation:   0.77 

Table 1: Example using Pearson's r  

Issues: Number of stories Ranking order based on 
news coverage 

Rank order based on % of 
respondents saying what issue 

is most important 

Economy 511 1 1 

Taxes 465 2 3 

Health Care 282 3 2 

Energy/Environment 245 4 5 

Gas Prices 167 5 4 

Correlation:   0.80 
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using Spearman‟s rho primarily rests on the fact that, because so many people said the economy was the most 

important issue during the campaign, this issue is a statistical outlier, which distorts the validity of the end result. This, 

however, first becomes evident when data is plotted into a scatter plot which can be seen below. Had the blue dot 

(marked with a red circle), denoting the issue of the economy in the scatter plot not been there, the line of best fit 

would have been more horizontal.  In consequence, by ranking issues the statistical outlier becomes less significant. 

In effect, Spearman‟s rho shows a more linear relationship, which is essentially what the correlation coefficient tries 

to show. Using 

Figure 9: Scatter plot: Pearson's r     Figure 10: Scatter plot: Spearman's rho  
 

           

Furthermore, Spearman‟s rho calculates correlation through a score between – 1.0 and + 1.0. A correlation of 1.0 

indicates a perfect positive association between two variables. Whereas a correlation score of -1.0 indicates a perfect 

negative association. Using Spearman‟s rho a .50 correlation or better indicates strong linear relationship, whereas a 

score of 0.0 indicates no relationship at all (McCombs, 2004 pg. 3).  

Another compelling argument for using a correlation score is that it provides greater accuracy. Instead of just 

implying that local news media exert greater issue salience and agenda correlation, it allows you to calculate the 

exact numbers. Furthermore, this quantitative measure provides the possibility of comparing different research 

settings.  

Time-lag 

Stories are usually compiled over a period of time because, as McCombs noted while conducting his Chapel Hill 

investigation; – “media‟s effect on the public is far from instantaneous” (McCombs, 2004 pg. 43). It takes time for the 

awareness of one issue in the media to transform into a high salience issue on the public agenda. Furthermore, if the 

time lag between the measurement of the media agenda and the public agenda is too short the transfer of issue 

salience from one agenda to another might not be traceable. On the other hand, are the time lags too long there is 

the danger that the causal affect between the media and the public will be too diffuse (Wanta, 1997 pg. 69). 

Throughout history, researchers have used survey methods with various time lags. McCombs argued that it was 
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possible to detect the correlation as early as one week after (McCombs, 2004 pg. 44-46), whereas at Atwood et al. 

(1978) looked at data as far back as 9 months (Wanta 1997 pg. 14). In 1994, a study conducted by the International 

Journal of Public Opinion Research showed that issue salience between the media agenda and the public agenda 

was most prominent four to eight weeks after the issue had been debated in the media (McCombs, 2004 pg. 44-46). 

In effect, consensus seems to be that data that around the 4 week mark is where agenda setting susceptibility seems 

to be strongest but it does not mean that agenda setting effects do not occur after 4 weeks. In effect, the research 

period is lengthened in order to include data between 1-9 weeks prior to the survey period. 

Limitations 

This study has aimed at being as elaborate as possible within certain areas of the agenda setting framework. In 

consequence, this paper had a number of delimitations to it. First of all, this study did not examine any local 

broadcast media, mainly while most local television stations are syndications of national networks.  

The study was also limited in scope. As a consequence, this thesis only investigated three media outlets – television, 

newspapers and the Internet. Other communication outlets or forms of communication such as radio, magazines, 

interpersonal communication and advertising were not analyzed. 

Secondly, there are clearly outside factors that shape the media agenda such as the presidential candidates or „real 

world indicators‟ and trigger events, however, which of these factors that potentially had the greatest effect on the 

media agenda was omitted from this study as well. 

Thirdly, there was not accounted for any second level agenda setting, and nor was intermedia agenda setting 

analyzed. In effect, it is possible that the same story has been in multiple news sources because of the use of wire 

services. Furthermore, as Ahrens note, The New York Times is such an influential and respected news source, that 

other media outlets look to The News York Times for confirmation of newsworthiness and often follow its lead 

(Ahrens, 2004 pg. 120). 

Fourthly, empirical research data was also restrained by some methodological limitations. First off, as the survey was 

distributed via e-mail a prerequisite to participate in the survey included that respondents had access to the Internet. 

This, one could argue, limits random sampling, as the most likely respondents will be younger people. Also, under 

ideal conditions, a sample group of a 140 respondents would be subject to a margin of error of approximately 8 %. 

However, as the sample for the empirical research was collected within a certain geographical area one might 

possibly expect a higher margin of error, despite the fact that, in many categories, the composition of the population 

in and around St. Louis is similar to the national average. 
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Fifthly, it is not clear where the respondents in the Fox News/Dynamic Opinion Poll have gotten their political news 

from. In effect, there are no certainties that the respondents of the Fox News/Opinion Dynamic Poll have read either 

the New York Times or The Washington Post, which were used to compute the national print media agenda. 

Consequently, this could contribute to a lower correlation figure between the national print media and national public 

agenda. 

Another point of critique is concerned with the MIP question. From a researchers point of view a perfect scenario 

would be that people were only concerned with one issue during the election campaign, however the reality is not 

always so. In effect, it is likely that a respondent has more than one major concern and therefore when asked the 

MIP question has to select one issue over another, which skew the picture of what issue is regarded the most 

important during the election campaign. 

Lastly, using Google Trends entails that only Google searches are represented. Issue searches using other search 

engines are consequently not included, and whether or not Google is representative for those using other search 

engines is hard to say. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that the relationship between media reporting and 

public opinion is also influenced by other factors such as those listed in chapter 2 (pg. 15-16). 
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Chapter 4 

The Role of the Media  
 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the media landscape in the United States. It will also provide 

a case for the advent and importance of using several media outlets rather than solely focusing on one medium. It 

will furthermore, serve as reasoning for using the news sources specified in the methodology.  

In the United States, the increase and volume of mass communication has gone through the roof. In 2004, 

approximately 260 million homes had a television set with an average of approximately 100 channels13 to choose 

from (Trent, 2008 pg. 122).  Not only has technological advances in the last decade had an effect on the availability 

of mass communication devices for the average American - it has also changed the conduct of American politics. The 

amount of money set aside for media-related spending perfectly illustrates the changes mass media has had on 

election campaigns. In 1952, all the candidates spent approximately $140 million dollars on campaigning. Of this 

money, only 5 percent was media-related (Ansolabehere, 1990 pg. 2). In 1972, the total campaign expenditures had 

risen to approximately $452 million, and concurrently, media-related expenses made up 15 percent (Ansolabehere, 

1990 pg. 2). According to data from the Federal Election Commission, these figures are relatively low compared to 

the amount of money that today‟s candidates spend during an election campaign. Barack Obama alone has spend 

around $391 million dollars and if the amount of money spend by Hillary Clinton and John McCain is included, this 

figure increases to roughly $830 million dollars – an increase of almost a 100 percent from 1972 (The Seattle Times, 

2008). In effect, the importance of mass media in politics is summarized by Doris Graber14 saying;  

- “media coverage is the very lifeblood of politics because it shapes the perceptions that form reality on which political 

action is based. Media do more than depict the political environment; they (the mass media industry) are the political 

environment” (McKeever, 2006 pg. 131). 

Not only is the media a crucial element for candidates, mass media seems to be equally important to the average 

American, mainly because it is where the majority of population get their political news from (Negrine, 2007 pg. 176). 

In general, mass media link voters with the larger political system and make it more comprehensible (Graber, 1994 

pg. 124). Scholars have even found that in many instances television commentator‟s view on political issues were 

                                                           

13 http://www.itfacts.biz/average-number-of-tv-channels-receivable-by-us-household-drops-in-2004/1654 
14 Doris Graber is a professor at the Department of Social Science at Columbia University. Among her most known publications is the Winner of 
the Goldsmith Prize for Best Academic Political Communication Book of 2003 – „Processing Politics: Learning fromTelevision in the Internet 
Age‟ (http://www.uic.edu/depts/pols/faculty/dorisgraber.html) 
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more influential than the views of popular presidents (Graber, 1994 pg. 123). In effect, this goes to show how 

powerful the mass media is in influencing the salience of an issue. Scholars, hereunder David H. Weaver who was 

one of the scholars conducting the Chapel Hill investigation, furthermore emphasize that, in general, the American 

mass media seems to control a larger portion of the campaign coverage than the media for instance does in Britain 

(Graber 1994 pg. 160), which again adds to the emerging picture of how influential the mass media is – and 

especially the American mass media.  

All the same, who is most influenced and what medium are better to transfer issue salience? The following 

paragraphs will show there are quite significant differences between various media sources both in use and 

attributes. 

As previously mentioned, television still dominates as the medium most widely used for obtaining news - but much 

more is going on. At the end of 2008, the Pew Research Center documented (see Figure 11) that the Internet had 

transcended newspapers as the second most common source for obtaining political news (Keeter, 2009). For young 

people, newspapers and the Internet have been dueling for most of this decade, but in 2008 the Internet finally 

swamped newspapers -- and matched television as an important source for political news (Keeter, 2009). 

Media Usage 

First, a look at what news sources are the most widely used by people to get their dozes of political news, it is not 

surprising that, despite the increase in the use and availability of the Internet, television is still the most used medium 

for political news.  

Figure 11: Medium usage for obtaining political news 

 

Source: Pew Research Center, 2008. 

According to a study from the Pew Research Center, television is mentioned as the most widely used medium for 

political news. In 2008, however, the Internet surpassed newspapers as the most preferred outlet for national and 

http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1066/internet-overtakes-newspapers-as-news-outlet
http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1066/internet-overtakes-newspapers-as-news-outlet
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international news (See figure 11 pg. 33). In a study asking people where they got their news from, 70 % said 

television, 35 % said Newspapers, and 40 % answered they obtained their news from the Internet. Compared to the 

last election, television and newspapers have seen a slight decline in regards to people who use these two outlets for 

obtaining news, whereas people saying they use the Internet to get their news has risen to 40 % (Pew Research 

Center, 2006).  

In effect, above mentioned media outlets are all politically important because they have the ability to reach millions of 

people at the same time. However, as the following sections will show the influence of each medium differ based on 

its attributes and characteristics (Graber, 2006 pg. 4).   

Also, mass media is a very broad umbrella term for an industry that covers many different outlets and appeals to an 

infinite number of different people. Some people like to read newspapers because they find it convenient and relaxing 

while others turn to other media outlets because they see papers as being too time consuming and opinionated (Pew 

Research Center, 2006 pg. 25-29). A look at the state of each medium will therefore provide a picture of how the 

media landscape looked in 2008, and moreover, what news sources within each category are most applicable for 

conducting an agenda setting study.   

Newspapers 

First, the statistical figures for newspaper readership are unambiguous; fewer Americans read print newspapers. This 

trend started to accelerate distressingly in 2003, and only became deeper in 2008 (The Project for Excellence in 

Journalism, 2009a). 

Despite the increasing number of people that reads newspapers online, especially among younger generations, that 

growth has not offset the decline in print readership. It may even have deepened the fall of newspaper circulation in 

the United States. At the end of 2008, according to a news media consumption survey conducted by the Pew 

Research Center, the number of people stating that they only read the print version of a newspaper fell from 34% to 

25% over a two-year period (Keeter, 2009). As a consequence newspaper circulation decreased with approximately 

15% from 2001 to 2008 (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009a). Overall, however, national papers did 

better than regional papers, where only two papers – the Cincinnati Enquirer and The Pittsburgh Post Gazette, saw 

circulation increases (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009a). Despite decreasing circulation numbers and 

the fact that television is the most used medium for acquiring political news, newspapers still fill a different and 

important niche than i.e. television does. As a consequence, the balance between online and print readership 

changed substantially between 2006 and 2008.  

http://people-press.org/report/444/news-media
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Figure 12:  
TOP 5 Newspapers in 
the United States 
(circulation): 
 
1.USA Today (2.7 mio.) 
 
2.Wall Street Journal (2.1 
mio.) 
 
3.New York Times (1.7 
mio.) 
 
4.Los Angeles Times (1.3 
mio.) 
 
5.Washington Post (1 
mio.) 
 

In general, the decline in print circulation, while bad, is not as catastrophic as first indicated. Newspaper 

demographics are still very strong and advertisements in newspapers are still considered effective, which means that 

newspapers do not have to tie their advertising rates in line with circulation numbers (The Project for Excellence in 

Journalism, 2009a).     

Furthermore, some of the circulation decrease in the newspaper business has been strategic mainly due to increased 

production costs (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009a). In example, a metro paper like the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch could deliberately have cut back on circulation for remote parts of the 

southern Illinois area and parts of Missouri simply because it was too expensive 

to produce newspapers for a geographically large but population wise small 

area.  

Another factor fueling the circulation declines during a difficult year for revenues 

is that seeking to boost, or even maintaining, circulation is expensive. Most 

newspapers sell subscriptions by phone. The already expensive practice has 

become more costly since the federal do-not-call registry15 eliminated millions of 

homes that could be called (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009a). 

Despite recent years descending figures for print newspapers, the top five 

newspapers in the United States still have a daily circulation of approximately 

8.8 million newspapers and overall daily circulation is still close to 49 million 

newspapers a day (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009a).  

On a list from the „Editor and Publisher‟ website, the top five newspapers based on circulation in the United States 

are USA Today, Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post (See Figure 12) 

(Farnsworth, 2006 pg. 145; Graber, 2006 pg. 38). 

So despite recent decades decrease in newspaper circulation there is still validity in studying newspapers for agenda 

setting purposes. First of all, with the advent of online versions of many of the largest daily newspapers, papers such 

as The Washington Post and The New York Times have been able to reach a greater national audience. Secondly, 

according to data from Pew Research Center, newspapers are the preferred outlet for local government and 

community news. Furthermore, business and financial news also seem to attract readership to the newspapers (Pew 

                                                           

15 Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), the FCC established, and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), established a national Do-
Not-Call Registry. The registry is nationwide in scope, applies to all telemarketers (with the exception of certain non-profit organizations), and 
covers both interstate and intrastate telemarketing calls. Commercial telemarketers are not allowed to call you if your number is on the registry. 
(http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/donotcall/) 

Source: McKeever, 2006 pg. 133 
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Research Center, 2006 pg. 30). Thirdly, the case for the advent of newspapers in agenda setting research is that 

newspapers are better at transmitting factual information to its readership. Especially two aspects seem to be an 

advantage of print media. First, readers can pace themselves and thereby process the information better and, 

secondly, readers can return to newspapers whenever they would like to (Wanta, 1997 pg. 67). Additionally, 

newspapers also seem to have a stronger effect on knowledge concerning political issues (Kaid, 2004 pg. 360), 

mainly because printed words help the reader recall information better and as Wanta argues; - “It leads logical 

direction to thought” (Wanta, 1997 pg. 64).  

Lastly, even though there seem to be a shift in audience towards the Internet, newspapers are still the most preferred 

outlet for political news for approximately 37 % of the American people, In effect, such a great amount of the 

population, who rely mostly on newspapers as their main source of political news, cannot be circumvented in this 

type analysis.  

The Internet 

Writing in 1998, John Pavlik16 discussed the Internet‟s future role, suggesting that: 

- “most fundamental is perhaps the use of the new technologies to facilitate an informed public citizenry and to 

increase and improve public participation in the political process” (Denton, 2002 pg. 168) 

Pavlik seemed to have been before his time.  What has happened is that more and more people turned to the World 

Wide Web for political news in 2008.  The 2008 presidential election saw a boom in the advent of the Internet both 

from a political standpoint but certainly also from a public standpoint. In 2008, the top four news sites alone increased 

their audience by 22 % (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b). At Yahoo News, the most-visited news 

site, the number of visitors rose by 13% for the year (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b).  

The data also indicates that a lot of smaller sites that was barely registered or did not exist during the previous 

presidential election also benefited (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b). Sites such as the 

Huffingtonpost.com propelled into the 20 most-visited sites in September 2008 and the site had an increase in 

visitors of 474% compared to the same period last year. Another website, Politico.com, which started in 2007 with a 

focus on national politics, increased fivefold to 2.4 million visitors compared to the same period last year and lastly, 

RealClearPolitics.com had an increase in traffic of around 489% during that period.  

                                                           

16 John Pavlik is a professor at the Department of Journalism and Media Studies at Rutgers University. Furthermore, Pavlik has either authored 
or co-authored books such as „Converging Media: Introduction to Mass Communication in the Digital Age‟ (2003), „Introduction to Online 
Journalism: Publishing News and Information‟ (2001) and „Journalism and New Media‟ (2001) as some of his most recent 
publications.(http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/jri/John/research/index.html) 
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But even with those gains, traffic on those sites is fraction of what the leading news sites experience. As a group, 

HuffingtonPost.com, RealClearPolitics.com and Politico.com drew an average of 3.9 million more visitors per month 

in 2008 compared to the year before. To put that into perspective, YahooNews.com gained 4.5 million by itself. The 

evidence clearly suggests that while a variety of new sites grew, in general, the big got even bigger, extending their 

share of Internet traffic (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b).  

For people who got their news online, the online news market was mainly dominated by the aggregated news 

sources such as Google.com and Yahoo.com (See Figure 13) whereas, primarily, cable stations websites such as 

MSNBC.com and CNN.com (32%) dominates the list over what websites are most commonly used to get news. 

Hereafter follows websites from the leading print media like The New York Times (29%) (The Project for Excellence 

in Journalism, 2009b).  

Figure 13: Most used Internet features to obtain news 

 

Source: Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 18 

Even though the Internet has lured reader- and viewership away from traditional media outlets it has been argued 

that the Internet is not in competition with other media outlets – in fact, they complement each other. An example of 

its complimentary feature was observed with the Katie Couric and Sarah Palin interview on CBS. The week the 

interviews ran approximately 500,000 people watched them (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b).  But 

the interviews drew nearly six times as many viewings on YouTube during the election campaign, where there were 

2.7 million viewings (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009b). Even though YouTube is not one of the widely 

used sources for political news, it demonstrates well the complimentary attributes the Internet can have with older 

media sources. Interesting in regards to the Internet is that despite the rapid growth in the availability and use of the 

Internet in recent years, fairly little information is available in its advent as a mean in political communication. The 

Internet has the attributes of both the print and broadcast media, namely the possibility of combining live images with 

more factual information, which makes it highly relevant when studying agenda setting effects of the mass media. 

Despite these attributes, the Internet functions mainly as a secondary source for political news information (Pew 

Research Center, 2006 pg. 4). Mostly, people get quick updates on the Internet rather than in-depth information. 
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To sum up, aggregate sources such as Google and Yahoo are widely used sources for online news. Nearly half 

(45%) of Americans who regularly get news online say they regularly visit aggregated news websites to get issue 

information (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 18). Furthermore, roughly one third (32%) of online news consumers 

say they regularly visit the news sites of cable TV networks such as CNN.com, MSNBC.com and ABCnews.com 

(Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 18). Newspaper websites are used almost as much as network news sites; 29% of 

online news consumers say they visit newspaper websites regularly (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 18). However, 

while two players –Yahoo and Google dominate online news searches, the public visits a wide variety of newspapers 

online, both national and local (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 17-18). Despite the fact that the Internet has seen a 

tremendous increase in its use to receive political news, it still trails the most widely medium – television.  

Television 

Even though the number of people saying television is the most preferred outlet for political news, has decreased 

since 2004, it is still the medium most people turn to. A key attribute of television is that it is very good at conveying 

information visually. Television is furthermore the most trusted and credible news source. According to a 2000 Pew 

Research Center study, CNN has the highest believed credibility rating closely followed by other networks such as 

NBC and CBS (McKeever, 2006 pg. 134). This held together with the emphasis of the political candidates towards 

television makes it highly relevant for studying agenda setting effects.  

For television‟s part, most people tune into cable stations such as CNN and Fox News. Currently, 23 % and 22% 

respectively say they regularly tune into Fox News and CNN, which is roughly unchanged since 2004. However, 

these two stations are closely followed by network stations such as NBC (15%),, CBS (13%) and ABC (14%) (See 

Figure 14) (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 39) 

Figure 14: Most widely used television stations for attending the news   

 

Source: Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 39. 
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If one looks at the data concerning news audience for the two most viewed cable television stations it shows that for 

much of the last decade FOX News had less than 1% increase in viewership (The Project for Excellence in 

Journalism, 2009c). A couple of factors may have contributed to the stagnant Fox News‟ audience growth in 2008 

(The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009c).  

 Firstly, it can no longer grow as it did for most of the last decade, by simply becoming available in new 

homes as it was picked up by new cable providers.  

 Secondly, in 2008, the Fox News program lineup stayed much the same as it was in 2007. That stability 

may have in some ways inhibited attracting the scale of new viewership achieved by its rivals  

CNN, on the other hand - after having experienced declining audiences, gained ground in 2008. In prime time, CNN‟s 

viewership grew by nearly 50 % from a year earlier (The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009c). However, as 

the graph (see Figure 15) also shows those increases were mainly experienced around key dates in the election 

cycle – namely Super Tuesday and Election Night. However, this should only add to the validity of using an election 

to study agenda setting effects.  

 

Figure 15: CNN's yearly audience 2007 & 2008 

 

Source: The Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2009c. 

The media and civic engagement 

Despite the fact that the media still attract a substantial number of people during an election, there has been 

considerable discussion about the media‟s role in strengthening civic engagement during an election period (Negrine, 

2007 pg. 200). Much of the criticism about the disengaging effect media has, rests on the notion that media focuses 

primarily on the „horse race‟ and for instance Sarah Palin‟s daughter‟s pregnancy, rather than on relevant political 

issues. The counter argument, however, is that media does so because people do not have the mental capacity to 
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process the information required to understand complex political issues. Thomas Patterson, author of „The Vanishing 

Voter: Public Involvement in an Age of Uncertainty‟, argues that some of the blame lies with the campaign process 

itself. Unlike most European elections, presidential elections in the US lasts a full year from the first primary in Iowa in 

the beginning of January until Election Day in early November, which according to Patterson: - “dulls citizens‟ interest 

and taxes their attention” (Negrine et al, 2007 pg. 209). In 2000, the more than 20+ primary debates was watched by 

approximately 36 million viewers, which was less than the viewership one debate in October attracted. However, the 

primary debates gradually lost its appeal to the general public simply because they were tired of listening to the same 

questions and answers all the time (Negrine et al., 2007 pg. 216).  

Media Credibility  

Logically, if the news source is not regarded as a credible source, the agenda setting effect will most likely be 

reduced as a consequence. Among television stations CNN appears to have the highest credibility rating (28 %). Fox 

News is second among the general news stations with a positive credibility rating of 25 %. The downside however, is 

that the station also have a high negative credibility rating (17 %), indicating that it could be accused of heavy bias. 

Of other noticeable mentions are NBC (23 %), CBS (22 %), ABC (22 %) and MSNBC (21 %) (Pew Research Center, 

2006 pg. 49).  

The credibility ratings for print media seem to follow the same trend as broadcast media. There is no particular 

source that seems to separate itself from the rest. A paper like The New York Times is among the papers receiving 

the highest credibility rating. But just as with Fox News, The New York Times also has a higher negative credibility 

rating than many of the other papers (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 50).  

What medium show greatest agenda setting effects? 

Agenda setting studies has often thought to clarify what medium asserts greatest agenda setting power. Some of the 

key findings concerning different medium‟s effects on agenda setting suggest that there are differences from medium 

to medium. For instance, Patterson and McClure (1976) found that newspapers were better at creating issues 

salience than television. Patterson and McClure‟s results has later been supported by agenda setting research from 

Spain, which also found that newspapers illustrated greater correlation with the public perception about what the 

most important issues of the campaign was (McCombs, pg 4-6) (Kaid, 2004 pg. 241). 

Furthermore, research has also found that differences concerning knowledge about politics were medium specific. It 

found that newspapers had the strongest relationship to knowledge about politics and political issues, followed by the 

Internet and lastly television (Kaid, 2004 pg. 362) (Graber, 2006 pg. 183). In effect, if newspapers are better at 

educating people about political issue and politics in general, then it is fair to assume that newspaper will show 

stronger agenda setting ability than both television and the Internet.  
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Summary 

On the basis of the sections above a couple of things seem evident.  

 Firstly, political players have benefited immensely from the increase in mass media diversity and 

accessibility.  

 Secondly, the election campaign increasingly depends on the news media. 

 Thirdly, mass media is the principal source for information about issues and political candidates for a vast 

majority of the general public.  

In conclusion, this outline of the media landscape highlighted the most widely used newspapers, television stations 

and Internet sites, which then formed the basis for the decision about what specific news sources to use in the case 

study. What was also apparent from this outline is that each medium has its own characteristic that makes each of 

them significant in regards to agenda setting theory. The format of newspapers for instance allow readers to pace 

themselves when reading, which should allow them to process the information better. Furthermore newspapers are 

better at transmitting factual information, which again is an important function in the agenda setting process. In 

addition, newspapers are also more detailed and informative than other mediums. So despite declining circulation 

numbers, it does not mean that newspapers are less relevant, at least not from an agenda setting perspective. In fact 

previous research results suggest that newspapers should demonstrate greater agenda setting effects than i.e. 

television or the Internet (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 25). Television on the other hand, is easier accessible and 

is more updated than for instance the news content of newspapers.  Lastly, the Internet seems to fill a different need 

than both television and newspapers do. According to the Pew Research Center study, many Internet users cite 

accessibility, navigation, searching and browsing of news content as an important feature of the Internet. Features 

neither television or newspapers possess (Pew Research Center, 2006 pg. 28). Also, as the analysis of the media 

landscape illustrate that even though a case could probably be made for using only one medium in an agenda setting 

study, people rarely depend on only one medium. Instead people attend a number of mediums (Graber, 2006 pg. 

183). Lastly, CNN and FOX News were the two most widely used television stations for political news, whereas 

aggregated news sites such as Google and Yahoo dominated news and issue searches on the Internet. Lastly, both 

the New York Times and the Washington Post were among the top five largest newspapers in the United States.   

Based on the findings above, following is hypothesized: 

H4: Newspapers will demonstrate greater correlation than television. In effect, there will be greater correlation 

between the agenda of The St. Louis Post-Dispatch and public agenda than there will for CNN and Fox News. 
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Chapter 5 

Case Study 
 

As noted earlier, ever since the invention of the printing press and later on television, mass media has become an 

integral part of the election process. During presidential elections, mass media outlets are very useful and informative 

for the general public. Not only does mass media assist the public in better being able to compare candidates‟ 

standpoints on issues over a prolonged period of time, the attention of mass media to the political campaign also 

increases awareness of various political issues.  

Therefore, if the notion that mass media is an influential source in setting the public agenda, or creating a hierarchy 

of issues important to the public, an analysis of the media agenda should provide evidence that the issues mass 

media primarily focuses on will correspond to the issues regarded the most important during the election campaign 

by the general public.  

Firstly, in order to investigate the transfer of issue salience and correlation between the media agenda and the public 

agenda, three different news sources were analyzed – specifically television, newspapers, and the Internet. As 

previously mentioned television, newspapers and the Internet are all significant when studying agenda setting theory, 

therefore these three forms of media will form the basis for investigating the media agenda. Furthermore, the print 

media agenda is divided into two levels – a national media agenda and regional media agenda. However, this is only 

applicable to the analysis of print media. Due to limitations in the research method not all media sources will be 

analyzed at both levels.  

The regional media agenda will be based on data from The St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The results of such an 

investigation will then be compared with findings from data accumulated from The New York Times and The 

Washington Post, which form the basis for the national print media agenda. On top of that, the national media 

agenda will also consist of a broadcast media agenda based on news transcripts from FOX NEWS and CNN. All data 

is retrieved from the Lexis/Nexis Academic website. 

Lastly, as previously mentioned, this paper will also try to account for the effect of the Internet in the agenda setting 

process using the Google Trends Index. 
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To briefly recapitulate the methodology of this thesis, the number of articles for a given issue was investigated 

through a content analysis in order to determine the regional media agenda. Furthermore, the content analysis was 

applied in order to create a rank order between all of the issues most prominent in the St. Louis Post Dispatch during 

the 2008 election campaign. The total number of stories then measures the relative importance of an issue on the 

media agenda. In example, the higher the number of stories on a specific issue the higher it is on the media agenda. 

In this thesis, media content is simply categorized by the number of news stories regardless of whether they are front 

page stories or not. In effect, the media agenda is a rather gross total for the coverage of stories or issues over a 

given time period– in this case data was collected between Labor Day 2008 and Election Day on November 4th 2008.  

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Regional media agenda) 

The media agenda at regional level is based on a computerized content analysis of The St. Louis Post-Dispatch in 

order to determine what issues were the most covered issues during the 2008 presidential election campaign. In 

addition, the analysis of regional media will only consist of data from print media, in this case The St. Louis Post-

Dispatch, as transcripts used to gather data for broadcast media were not available for the St. Louis area. 

In effect, to outline the main issues covered in The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, a content analysis of the media agenda 

was carried out through the Lexis/Nexis academic website. The result of the analysis showed that the most widely 

covered issue after Labor Day until Election Day was the issue of the „US economy‟ (See Table 3). Out of a total of 

1930 stories on issues ranging from the economy to health care and gas prices, 511 (27 %) stories dealt with the US 

economy. The result also showed that the second most covered topic in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch was the issue of 

taxes (23 %). Hereafter followed issues such as health care and energy/environment, which totaled 14% and 13% of 

the overall news coverage in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. No other single issue totaled more than 10 % of the overall 

news selection. However, other issues were still well covered. 167 and 159 stories on the subject of rising gas prices 

and the War in Iraq meant that both these issues received 9 % and 8 % of the news coverage. Of other issues that 

received attention were unemployment and the job situation (5 %). In effect, the seven most covered issues were: 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: September 1 - November 3, 2008. 

Issue        # of articles      Coverage Rank                 % of news selection 

U.S. economy                511    1   27 

Taxes                  465    2   23 

Health care        282    3   14 

Energy/Environment       245    4   13 

Gas prices         167     5     9 

War in Iraq          159     6     8 

Unemployment/Jobs          91     7     5 

 

 

Table 3: Regional media agenda 
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Nevertheless, is there evidence of issue salience and agenda correlation between the media agenda and the public 

agenda? Contrary to the measurement of the media agenda, the public agenda, which is simply a hierarchy of issues 

in the general population, was in this case measured using survey results in where people were asked “what issue 

will be most important to you in deciding whom to vote for in the 2008 US Presidential election?”. The aggregated 

responses from the MIP (Most Important Problem) question indicate the relative importance of an issue on the public 

agenda. In this particular case the public agenda for the St. Louis area were constructed using data from empirical 

research retrieved on location in the week leading up to Election Day. The issue that the citizens in and around St. 

Louis considered the most important issue of the campaign was the economy (29 %). Hereafter followed the issues 

moral ethics (10 %), Taxes (9 %), Unemployment/Jobs (8 %), Character of the presidential candidate (8 %), The War 

in Iraq (6 %), Terrorism/National security (6 %), Foreign policy (6 %), Health care (4 %), Energy/Environment (4 %), 

Government corruption (3 %), Experience of presidential candidate (1 %), Vice President (1%), and lastly Gas prices 

(1 %). It is noteworthy to observe that The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, besides issues related to the economy, focused 

on issues such as taxes, health care and energy, whereas the general public in the St. Louis area were more 

concerned with the issues concerning morals and ethics, their job situation and lastly, national security and terrorism. 

However, as this paper seek to evaluate the media influence on the public agenda and not vice versa, empirical 

research data has been aligned with data representing the seven most covered issues in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.  

 

 

 

As a result, overall correlation between agendas showed that there were 0.41 positive correlation between the media 

agenda and the public agenda in the St. Louis area. According to encyclopedia of measurements and statistics, this 

score suggests that the St. Louis Post-Dispatch has a moderate agenda setting effect (Onwuegbuzie, 2006). 

Nonetheless, the regional media agenda, from and agenda setting point of view, is not very telling in isolation. 

Therefore a closer look at the national media outlets should provide more insight to whether or not this local media is 

better at setting an agenda of issues than its counterparts at national level.  

 

 

Regional:   Economy   Taxes Health care    Energy    Gas Prices    Iraq      Jobs      

Media Agenda (%):               27              23               14                13               9               8            5                       

Public Agenda (%):          29                9                 4                  4               1               6            8          

 

Table 4: Correspondence between regional agendas 
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The New York Times & The Washington Post (National Media Agenda) 

To put the agenda setting effect of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch into perspective the correlation figure for the national 

print media will provide valuable insight to the overall agenda setting effect of the media. 

In effect, aggregated data from the New York Times and The Washington Post was 

aligned in similar fashion as with The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, in order to represent 

a national print media agenda. This aggregated data was then compared with the 

public‟s response to what they regarded as the most important issue during the 

2008 election. 

The national print media was calculated by the same method as the regional 

media agenda. Here also, a computerized content analysis was used to 

determine the hierarchy of news stories in two of the nation‟s most prominent 

general news newspapers – The New York Times and the Washington Post. The 

most covered issues were as following; the U.S. economy, taxes, the War in Iraq, 

health care, gas prices, the choice of Vice President, and lastly national 

security/terrorism (See Table 5). 

 A closer look at the data shows that, not surprisingly, the economy was once again the issue that received most 

news coverage. Out of a total of 9500 stories, a combined 3157 (33 %) stories in both newspapers dealt with the 

issue of the US economy. Furthermore, The New York Times and The Washington Post yielded 2286 stories on the 

issue of taxes (24 %). In effect, the top two issues in both the regional newspaper and national newspapers were 

identical. Compared to the regional print media, where the issue of Iraq occupies sixth place, it is third on the national 

print media agenda. Analysis showed that Iraq received 11% of the new coverage in The New York Times and The 

Washington Post. Approximately equal amount of coverage received the issue of 

health care. 

Further down the list is the issue of rising gas prices where a total of roughly 800 

stories (8 %) dealt with this issue. Of other issues receiving noteworthy coverage 

were the Vice Presidential choice (6 %), but also national security and terrorism, 

which received 6 % of the total news coverage.  

At first sight, the media agenda for the New York Times and the Washington Post 

looks similar to that of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The economy, taxes and health 

care are issues placed in the top four on both agendas. But what does the 

New York Times and 

Washington Post:  % 

U.S. economy  33 

Taxes   24 

War in Iraq  11 

Health care  10 

Gas prices    8 

Vice Presidential candidate   6 

National Security/Terrorism   6 

 

National Public Agenda % 

U.S. economy  49 

National Security/Terrorism   9 

Health care    8 

Taxes     8 

War in Iraq    7 

Unemployment/Jobs   7 

Government corruption   6 

*Data is retrieved from 

Pollingreport.com 

Table 5: National print media 
agenda 

Table 6: National public agenda 
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correlation coefficient display for the national media? In order to find out, data from Pollingreport.com was used as 

basis for a national public agenda. The data from Pollingreport.com clearly indicates that, at national level, the 

general public believes the economy to be the issue most important during the presidential campaign (See Table 6 

pg. 45). In fact, it is such a clear number one that people hardly give any other issues attention when asked the MIP 

question. Furthermore, only 2 percent separate the second most important, which is national security and terrorism, 

with number six on the public agenda (Unemployment and Jobs).  

However, comparing the hierarchy of issues from The New York Times and The Washington Post with the public‟s 

list of the most important issue, it is noticeable that, despite a spot as the second most important issue to the public, 

national security and terrorism is only seventh in terms of issues covered by the media (See Table 7). Also, despite 

decent amount media coverage, issues such as the Vice President and rising gas prices were not very relevant for 

the public in deciding whom to vote for in the end. Lastly, the amount of coverage of issues such as the War in Iraq 

and health care seemed to reflect equal importance in the public eye with the amount of news coverage both issues 

received.  

 

 

 

Overall, the correlation, between two of the largest daily newspapers in the Unites States - The New York Times and 

the Washington Post, with the public agenda was 0.38. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

National:                Economy   Taxes    Iraq    Health Care    Gas Prices    VP    Nat. Sec./Terror 

Media Agenda (%):        33      24        11             10   8                6   6 

Public Agenda (%):        49        8        7 8    0                0   9 

 

Table 7: Correspondence between national agendas 
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Broadcast media - CNN & Fox News 

Research on the national broadcast media agenda was conducted in the same 

manner as both the regional and national print agenda. An automated data 

collection from the Lexis/Nexis website showed that two of the most watched 

cable channels Fox News and CNN transmitted around 8509 stories concerning 

issues relevant to the 2008 presidential campaign.  

The most covered issue was once again that of the U.S. economy (See Table 8).  

However, the jump to the second most covered issue was not quite as significant 

as it was in the print media. In fact, 16% of stories were about taxes.  The Vice 

presidential issue received comparatively much attention from the broadcast 

media than it did from the print media. In the print media the issue received only 

4 % of the total news coverage, whereas this number had increased to 14 % for 

broadcast media.  

Whatever the reason for this is, it is worth noticing that the issue of the Vice 

President received more exposure than issues such as the War in Iraq (9%) and 

health care (8%), which were higher placed than the choice of Vice President in both the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and 

the two national newspapers. Further down the list came increasing gas prices and foreign policy (7%) and, lastly, 

national security/terrorism (5%). Especially the issue of foreign policy is noteworthy as it was not among the top 7 

issue in the print media.  

In order to calculate broadcast media agenda setting effects, data from pollingreport.com was compared to data from 

Table 8.  In effect, CNN and Fox News showed positive correlation between the media agenda and the public 

agenda. The agenda setting correlation score for television was 0.58. In effect, television revealed stronger agenda 

setting effects than newspapers did.  

How about the Internet? 
 

As previously mentioned, this paper will also try to assess the Internet‟s role in the agenda setting process. However, 

the Internet agenda is measured in a slightly different way than both the print media and broadcast media, mainly 

because it is not possible to search aggregated news sites such as Google News and Yahoo News through the 

Lexis/Nexis website. As a consequence Google Trends, a feature of Google Labs, will be used to calculate the 

Internet agenda. But as the name of the website indicates it traces trends and not accurate figures for possible 

search terms and can as such not be directly comparable with the data from both print and broadcast media. This 

FOX News and CNN: % 

U.S. economy  19 

Taxes   16 

Vice Presidential candidate 13 

War in Iraq    9 

Health care    8 

Gas prices      7 

Foreign policy    7 

National security/Terrorism   5 

Unemployment/Jobs   5 

Government Corruption    4 

Morality Issues    3 

Energy/Environment   3 

 

Table 8: National broadcast media 
agenda 
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means that a hierarchy of issues based on exact figures for the Internet cannot be calculated. On the other hand, 

Google Trends allow for an analysis of how many searches have been done for a given search term i.e. „national 

security and terrorism‟, relative to the total number of searches done on Google over time. In effect, two specific 

attributes of Google Trends make it relevant for studying agenda setting effect. Firstly, it enables for comparison of 

multiple search terms, and secondly, it also enables one to limit the time frame, which as previously mentioned is 

vital in agenda setting research.  

For instance, the main search term is „national security‟; this search term will then be comparable with other search 

terms. The Google Trends Index scales this main search term to 1.0, which enables one to see how much more or 

less other issues were searched for in comparison to the issue of national security. For example, if „national security‟ 

is scaled to 1.0 and the figure for an issue like the „War in Iraq‟ is 2.5, it indicates that the issue of Iraq had two and a 

half times more searches than the issue of national security.  

Secondly, Google Trends enables to specify a time frame. This means that the data is scaled relatively to the 

average search traffic for a given search term during the selected time period. In example, if the term used to 

compare data with is „terrorism‟, the data would normally be scaled to the average of all searches for „terrorism‟ from 

January 2004 (Google trends fixed time point) to present. However, by specifying another time frame, i.e. 2008 – 

data then appears relative to the average search traffic for terrorism in 2008. In consequence, this should allow one 

to trace any increase in searches for a given issue compared to how much it is normally searches for on an average 

day. 

Figure 16: Yearly search volume 

index

 

In effect, using „Terrorism and National security‟ as the main search term it is consequently denoted as 1.0 – all other 

search terms are therefore indexed relevant to searches on terrorism, a public Internet agenda for 2008 would look 
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like figure 16 pg. 48).  Notable is it that the „US economy‟ does not top the list of Internet searches, but instead the 

issue of unemployment and jobs tops the list. However, it could be argued that unemployment and jobs is a side 

effect of a poor economy.  

In any case, the table shows that on average unemployment and job situation was searched 11.8 times more than 

the issue of „terrorism and national security, whereas the least searched subject was illegal immigration.  

Even though the yearly data on searches of political issues give a good indication of how the general public searches 

out political news and information, it is only a yearly average and does not account for any particular search 

increases. A closer look at what issues were searched most for during the period from Labor Day to Election Day 

should therefore provide valuable insight to the use of the Internet in the agenda setting process. For instance one 

will see that the green line on the graph below has two spikes between July and October, which indicates that the 

issue represented by the green line was searched quite extensively during that period (see Figure 17).  

Figure 17: Example of how Google Trends illustrates a yearly search volume 

index

 

So if one only looked at the yearly data, the significant increases in searches would not be apparent. In effect, an 

exported CSV file with relative scaling data was extracted. This CSV file essentially holds the data used to compute 

the yearly search volume index graph (see below). In effect, I will be able to pinpoint both date and increase in 

searches more precisely.   

The data analysis showed that the issue of unemployment and jobs were still the most searched issue (See Figure 

18 pg. 50). In this nine week period the search volume was 12.9 times higher than for the issue of national security 

and terrorism. The second most searched issue in this time frame is the U.S. economy. The normal yearly search 

traffic for this issue was 6.8 times (see Figure 16) higher than the issue of national security and terrorism but in the 

nine weeks leading up to the election the economy had increased to 8.9 in search volume.  With the exception of 

taxes and illegal immigration, which remained either stable or decreased in search volume, all other issues saw an 

increase in search volume during the nine weeks leading up to the presidential election compared to its yearly search 

volume.  
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Figure 18: Sept 1 - Nov 3 Search volume index 

 

In contrast to the public agenda for both television and newspapers, the agenda for the Internet is quite different. In 

general, issues such as unemployment and jobs, taxes, and gas prices, which are issues with a high degree of 

personal relevance involved, are the most searched for issues. This finding could at least support the notion that the 

Internet is mainly a secondary news source where people search for items with personal relevance as supplement to 

issues covered by either television or newspapers. Furthermore, comparing data from Figure 16 and Figure 18, one 

will find across the board increases in search volume for most issues, which supports the notion that people are more 

attentive to political issues the closer Election Day approaches. 

Summary 

In sum, there was not much divergence in the top two issues on all media agenda‟s. The troubled US economy was 

the most covered issue and the accusations of Obama wanting to impose a communist tax structure and „spread the 

wealth‟, made the issue of taxes the second most covered issue in both television and newspapers. With the 

exception of users of Google.com, the US economy was also the paramount issue for the population during the 2008 

presidential campaign when they had to gauge what issue was the most important.  In effect, the analysis showed 

that the most effective medium in transferring issue salience was the national broadcast media closely followed by St. 

Louis Post Dispatch and lastly The New York Times and its counterpart in Washington.  To set an accurate measure 

of correlation for the Internet was not quite possible. However, what the analysis did show was that issues with great 

personal relevance, such as the job and unemployment situation, taxes and health care were some of the most 

searched issues during the election campaign.  
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      Table 9: Overview of correlation for various news sources 

 St. Louis Post-

Dispatch 

(Regional print media) 

New York Times & 

Washington Post 

(National print media) 

CNN & Fox News 

(National broadcast 

media) 

 

Google.com 

 

Correlation 

between media 

agenda and public 

agenda 

 

 

.41 

 

 

.38 

 

 

.58 

 

 

? 

 

Demographic and attitudinal variables 
 

As indicated earlier agenda setting theory is rather complex and, undoubtedly, an infinite number of factors can 

influence the agenda setting process; this section will therefore look at demographic and attitudinal factors. As 

outlined in chapter 2, demographic variables have been found to support the agenda setting process with various 

successes.  

In effect, data from the empirical research will be filtered in order to address what role demographic and attitudinal 

variables play in the agenda setting process.  

Demographic variables 

Age 

In this particular case, data is computed using a filter application. The subgroups were divided so that data from the 

age group 18-35 represented younger people and 36+ represented older people. This was mainly done from a 

methodological standpoint in order for both groups to have significant representation. Based on the filter results from 

these age groups a new public agenda was constructed and compared to the news content from the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch. The hierarchy of issues for the younger age group consequently showed following result (For key: see 

footnote)17:  

                                                           

17 A) The war in Iraq B) Jobs and unemployment C) Character issues of nominees D) Illegal Immigration E) Energy and the Environment F) Gas prices G) 

Goverment corruption H) Health care I) The economy J) Taxes K) Terrorism and national security L) Morality issues (i.e. Abortion, Same-sex marriages etc.) M) 

Choice of Vice President N) Experience of Presidential Candidate O) Foreign Policy P) Other Q) Unsure 
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Figure 19: Answers to MIP question based on age 

 

Out of the 88 respondents in the age group 18-35, 29 said the U.S. economy was the most important issue. This 

must be regarded as an overwhelming majority compared to the combined 23 people who said that issues such as 

jobs and unemployment, taxes and morality issues were the most important issues.  

Converted into percentages and hereafter ranked and compared with the content of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, the 

correlation figure between the media agenda and the public agenda was 0.46. 

Table 10: Correlation of Age variable (18-35) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Issues most 
important to people 
between 18-35 years 
of age 

Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 

 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 35% 1 1 

Taxes 23% 8% 2 2,5 

Health care 14% 4% 3 6 

Energy/Environment 13% 7% 4 4 

Gas prices 9% 1% 5 7 

War in Iraq 7% 8% 6 2,5 

Unemployment/Jobs 5% 5% 7 5 

Correlation    0.46 
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The correlation figure for older people was calculated in the same manner; however, this result only showed a 

positive correlation between agendas of 0.37. Thus, and contrary to the findings of Hill and Stone, the older one is 

does not seem to be a significant predictor for agenda setting susceptibility.  

Table 11: Correlation of age variable (36+) 

 

Educational Level 

Of other demographic variables believed to influence the agenda setting process is people‟s educational level. 

Hypothetically, individuals with more education should be able to comprehend the complexity of political issues and 

how they relate to their daily lives better than lesser educated people. Wanta argues that; - “…individuals with higher 

education levels are better prepared to understand the significance of news content carried out in the media “(Wanta, 

1997 pg. 23). As a consequence, higher educated people should also be more inclined to say that they are most 

concerned with the issues mostly covered by the media, at least compared to lesser educated people (Wanta, 1997 

pg. 24).  The split between the two sub groupings were made between those with a High School degree or lesser 

formal education and those individuals who had a Bachelor degree or higher tertiary education.  

Figure 20: Answers for MIP question based on educational level (BA degree or higher) 

 

Issues most 
important to people 
older than 36 years 
of age 

Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 

 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 29% 1 1 

Taxes 23% 11% 2 2 

Health care 14% 0% 3 6 

Energy/Environment 13% 0% 4 6 

Gas prices 9% 0% 5 6 

War in Iraq 7% 3% 6 4 

Unemployment/Jobs 5% 6% 7 3 

Correlation    0.37 
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Table 12: Correlation of educational variable (High School degree or less) 

 

In example, 19 out of 67 individuals with more than a Bachelor as their educational level said that the U.S. economy 

was the most important issue, whereas 10 individuals said the character of the presidential candidate was the most 

pressing issue when they had to decide who they would vote for. Lastly, taxes were mentioned by 8 people as the 

most important issue (See Figure 20 pg. 53). Comparing this data with the content analysis of the news selection of 

the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, data showed that the more education people had received, could indicate that they were 

better at picking up salience cues from the media and applying it in the right context. 

Table 13: Correlation of educational variable (BA degree or more)  

 

At least, the data examined for the educational variable showed that individuals with more formal education were 

more susceptible to agenda setting effects than were individuals with lower educational levels. The rank order of 

issues on the media agenda and the public agenda for people with a low level of education showed absolutely no 

correlation (0.0), whereas people with some college education showed 0.47 correlation with the media agenda. 

Issues most 
important to people 
with a High School 
degree or less 

Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 

 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 32% 1 1 

Taxes 23% 5% 2 5 

Health care 14% 4% 3 6 

Energy/Environment 13% 7% 4 4 

Gas prices 9% 1% 5 7 

War in Iraq 7% 8% 6 3 

Unemployment/Jobs 5% 10% 7 2 

Correlation    0.0 

Issues most 
important to people 
with at least a 
Bachelor degree or 
more 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 29% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 12% 2 2 
Health care 14% 3% 3 4,5 
Energy/Environment 13% 0% 4 6,5 
Gas prices 9% 0% 5 6,5 
War in Iraq 7% 3% 6 4,5 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 6% 7 3 

Correlation    0.47 
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Gender 

The last demographic variable investigated in this thesis was gender. Logically, there should not be much difference 

between the ways in which men or women use various media to obtain their political news. Once again a public 

agenda was computerized based on gender. These results showed that proportionately men thought the issue of the 

economy was more important than women. Women on the other hand, assigned greater importance to issues such 

as health care and energy and the environment when they had to assess what they believed to be the most important 

issue during the campaign. 

Table 14: Correlation of gender variable (Men) 

 

Table 15: Correlation of gender variable (Women) 

 

All in all though, and in line with Mauro and Weaver, there is not much of a significant gap difference in agenda 

setting susceptibility between men and women. The correlation figure for women was 0.38 compared to 0.30 for men.  

 
Issues most 
important to people 
(men) 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 36% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 13% 2 2 
Health care 14% 0% 3 7 
Energy/Environment 13% 2% 4 5,5 
Gas prices 9% 2% 5 5,5 
War in Iraq 7% 7% 6 4 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 9% 7 3 

Correlation    0.30 

Issues most 
important to people 
(women) 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 27% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 6% 2 3,5 
Health care 14% 6% 3 3,5 
Energy/Environment 13% 5% 4 5,5 
Gas prices 9% 0% 5 7 
War in Iraq 7% 5% 6 5,5 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 7% 7 2 

Correlation    0.38 
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In general, agenda setting susceptibility seem to be highest for highly educated women no older than 35 years of 

age. Somewhat surprisingly was it that the demographic variable of age did not support the agenda setting 

hypothesis, particularly because the development of an individual‟s age and educational level go hand-in-hand.  

Attitudinal variables 

A closer look at people‟s level of interest in politics and the amount of attention they have paid towards the election 

campaign should logically, according to the hypothesis at least, influence the agenda setting process. In example, if a 

person follows the election campaign closely and the election campaign is of great personal relevance, the transfer of 

issue salience between the media and this individual should, all other things aside, be greater than for a person who 

does not follow the campaign closely and has no real interest in who gets elected. As a consequence, the following 

analysis will therefore include two variables in order to assess attitudinal variables effect in the agenda setting 

process. Firstly, individual‟s level of political interest will be examined, and secondly, attention towards the campaign 

will also be analyzed. Some might argue that these two variables are identical; however individuals can, arguably, 

pay attention to the election without having a great personal interest in who gets elected.   

Level of Political Interest 

According to Wanta, a person‟s level of political interest should indicate 

an individual‟s motivation to seek information concerning issues 

(Wanta, 1997 pg. 26). This motivation would also mean that individuals 

with a high level of political interest will expose themselves more to the 

media. Consequently, a high level of political interest should support the 

notion that these individuals are more susceptible towards agenda 

effects from the media (Wanta, 1997 pg. 25). 

In effect, political interest was determined based on a question asking: - 

“Please state your level of political interest?”.  The question was based on a three point ranking scale of „Not 

Interested‟, „A little interested‟ and „Very interested‟. The result was that only 5 % said they had no interest in the 

election and political news in general, 40 % said they were a little interested and 55 % said they were very interested. 

If 55 % say they are very interested in political news one may also assume that the correlation figure will show 

significant agenda setting effects for the attitudinal variable of political interest.  

A filter application that singled out individuals with either no interest or only a little interest in the election, showed that 

the correlation between this group and the media agenda was only 0.12. 

Figure 21: Level of Interest 
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Table 16: Correlation of ‘political interest’ variable (Little) 

 

Conversely, the correlation figure between individuals with a high level of political interest and the media agenda was 

0.86.  

Table 17: Correlation of ‘Political interest’ variable (Much) 

 

In effect, the hypothesis that the level of political interest is important in the agenda setting process is supported 

based on these results. Despite this, the consensus regarding the influence of political interest on the agenda setting 

process is unclear. According to Wanta, a number of communication researchers found that individuals highly 

interested in political issue depend on other source of information when acquiring information on political issues i.e. 

interpersonal relations, first-hand experience (if the individual is involved  in politics themselves), and secondly, 

people interested in political issues may have a more developed defense mechanism and are therefore not as likely 

to be influenced by the media news coverage (Wanta, 1997 pg. 26). Still, this analysis seems to support the latter 

notion, namely that the more interested people are in political news the greater the transfer of issue salience between 

the media and the public is.  

Issues most 
important to people 
with a low level of 
political interest 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 30% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 8% 2 3 
Health care 14% 0% 3 7 
Energy/Environment 13% 2% 4 5,5 
Gas prices 9% 2% 5 5,5 
War in Iraq 7% 6% 6 4 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 14% 7 2 

Correlation    0.12 

Issues most 
important to people 
with a high level of 
political interest 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 30% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 9% 2 2 
Health care 14% 7% 3 3 
Energy/Environment 13% 5% 4 4,5 
Gas prices 9% 0% 5 7 
War in Iraq 7% 5% 6 4,5 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 3% 7 6 

Correlation    0.86 
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Attention 

Arguably, the notion of attention is interrelated with the level of political interest. If one has a high level of interest in 

the political campaign it is assumed that this person will also pay greater attention to the election than a person 

without any noteworthy interest in political issues. However, it is still likely that a person has paid close attention to 

the election without really having a personal interest in who gets elected. In effect, it is conceivable that the trend for 

the variable of attention will not be the same as the variable of political interest.  

The notion of attention was measured by a question asking: -“How much attention have you paid to the election?”. 

Again, a rating scale was used allowing for the following answers;  

A) None  

B) Very little  

C) A fair amount  

D) Very much.  

The result showed that close to 40 % of respondents had paid very 

close attention to the election, whereas approximately 59 % said 

they had either paid a fair amount of attention or very little. Slightly 

less than 1 % said they had not followed the election at all.  

Therefore in order to get any significant data that would allow me to 

calculate the correlation figure between the media agenda and the 

public agenda, respondents having answered A, B, or C were 

pooled together, as A, B and C by themselves would have been 

statistically insignificant.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Level of attention 
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The following tables (Table 18+19 pg. 59) illustrate the agenda setting susceptibility for individuals with a high level of 

attention towards the election campaign in 2008.  

Table 18: Correlation of ‘attention’ variable (Little) 

 

Table 19: Correlation of ‘attention’ variable (Much) 

 

 

As hypothesized the results were quite similar for the attitudinal variable to those of political interest. The correlation 

figure for people who had not paid very much attention to the election was 0.10, whereas the correlation between the 

media agenda and people who had paid much attention to the campaign was 0.70. 

In sum, Spearman‟s rho correlations examining the relationship between various demographic and attitudinal 

variables and agenda setting susceptibility show that the strongest correlation occurred when people are highly 

interested in the campaign and political news in general. This result is not very surprising as it is supported by 

McCombs notion of „relevancy and uncertainty‟.  

Issues most 
important to people 
with a low level of 
attention 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 31% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 6% 2 3,5 
Health care 14% 1% 3 6,5 
Energy/Environment 13% 5% 4 5 
Gas prices 9% 1% 5 6,5 
War in Iraq 7% 6% 6 3,5 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 9% 7 2 

Correlation    0.10 

Issues most 
important to people 
with a high level of 
attention 

 
Media Agenda: 
(St. Louis Post 
Dispatch) 
 

 
 
Public Agenda 

 
Rank order of 
media agenda 

 
Rank order of 
public agenda 

Economy 27% 30% 1 1 
Taxes 23% 13% 2 2 
Health care 14% 7% 3 3 
Energy/Environment 13% 2% 4 6 
Gas prices 9% 0% 5 7 
War in Iraq 7% 6% 6 4,5 
Unemployment/Jobs 5% 6% 7 4,5 

Correlation    0.70 
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Furthermore, attentiveness towards the election campaign also seems to show strong agenda setting susceptibility. 

Compared to the attitudinal variables, the demographic variables were comparatively poorer predictors of agenda 

setting susceptibility. Only the educational variable resulted in significant differences between the two subcategories.  

Summary 

Based on the results of the empirical research, H1 (pg. 21) was verified. Every media outlet, across the board, 

demonstrated positive agenda setting effect in relation to the public agenda. Even so, when the public was asked 

what they regarded as the most important issue during the election campaign - television was better at transferring 

issue salience than both regional and national distributed newspapers. In fact, television was the only medium 

displaying strong correlation effects (≥ 0.5 correlation), whereas the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and the New York Times 

and The Washington Post unveiled moderate agenda setting effect. H4 (pg. 41), on the other hand, was falsified as 

the hierarchy of issues in The St. Louis Post-Dispatch did not show greater correlation with the public agenda than 

Fox News and CNN did. Furthermore, both attitudinal variables exhibited greater correlation evidence than all three 

demographic variables investigated in this thesis. As a result, H3 (pg. 21) was also confirmed.  

Of the demographic variables, H2 proclaimed that individual‟s educational level would be a better predictor of agenda 

setting susceptibility than both age and gender. This hypothesis was for the most part verified as well. However, 

educational level and age, theoretically, are associated and in most instances when one variable increases the other 

variable follows. So if better educated people show larger correlation with the media agenda, so should older people. 

In this case however, this logic was contradicted as people in the age group 18-35 illustrated greater agenda setting 

susceptibility than individuals older than 35 years of age.  

Demonstrably, H3 (pg. 21) was the most clearly verified hypothesis. A 0.6 and 0.74 margin, between highly 

interested and attentive people on one side, and highly uninterested and inattentive people on the other, clearly 

indicates that attitudinal variables play a significant role in the agenda setting process. The results also suggest that 

individual‟s educational level is a significant variable in the agenda setting process. Discordantly, variables such as 

age and gender show inconclusive result mainly because the gap between men/women and younger/older people 

are insignificant. It is hard to predict peoples agenda setting susceptibility based on these two variables, whereas it is 

possible with some degree of certainty to predict the agenda setting susceptibility for the other variables investigated 

in this analysis.  All in all, three out of four hypotheses were verified and, in general, it is fair to say that the mass 

media do set an agenda of issues during an election campaign. 
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Discussion 

The findings of the empirical research are interesting, although not completely surprising. The vast majority of the 

results supported the hypotheses outlined throughout the paper. Still, why did the newspaper agendas not show 

greater correlation with the public agenda? 

First off, neither regional nor national newspapers did not demonstrate greater correlation than television? According 

to Graber, newspaper readers should be able to pick up media cues better than television news viewers and in effect 

learn more. The principle cause is that television, with its less than two-and-a-half-minutes features and overloaded 

of pictures, information and verbal commentaries, impede learning (Graber, 2006 pg. 203), while newspapers, in 

spite of everything, devote more time and space to stories. One explanation to the surprising result could be found in 

the physiological area. Wayne Wanta points out that the media effects on individuals are contingent on four aspects - 

color, form, depth and movement. All these factors are used in the cognitive process of memorizing and recalling 

information (Wanta, 1997 pg. 66). What is important in this respect is that television employs three of these factors 

(color, movement and form), whereas newspapers only utilize two (color and form) (Wanta, 1997 pg. 66-67). In 

effect, when people are asked what issue they regard as the most important, television viewers will do better than 

newspaper readers to recall news stories. However, this is contradictory to the idea that newspapers better leads 

logical direction to thought. Nonetheless, the result of the empirical research suggests that Wanta‟s thesis is more 

correct and it could possibly serve as an explanation for why television demonstrated greater agenda correlation.  

Attitudinal variables 
 

 
Correlation between 
media agenda and 

public 
agenda for individuals 

with: 
 
 
Political interest: 
None/Very little interest     0.12  
Much interest      0.86 
 
Attention: 
None/Very little/Some     0.10  
Much       0.70 
 

 

Demographic variables 
 

 
Correlation between 

media agenda and public 
agenda for individuals 

with following 
characteristics: 

Educational Level: 
High School Degree or less     0.00  
Bachelor or more      0.47 
 
Age: 
18-35         0.46  
36+       0.37 
 
Gender: 
Female       0.38 
Male       0.30 
 

Table 20: Overview of agenda setting effects for demographic 
variables 

Table 21: Overview of agenda setting effects for attitudinal 
variables 
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Another viable explanation could be due to the time lag factor. Despite the fact that several researchers, in general, 

have found that newspaper agendas correlate better with the public agenda (McClure and Patterson, 1976; Tipton, 

Haney and Basehart, 1975), McCombs and Shaw (1977) argued that television had a stronger short-term impact 

than newspapers. Newspapers however, have a more consistent effect over a longer period of time. As a result, if 

people did not pay close attention until the last month of the campaign, televisions agenda would correspond more 

with the public agenda than newspapers would (Wanta, 1997 pg. 70).  

However, the comparative agenda setting effects of television and newspaper are difficult to generalize about 

because the evidence is often contingent on a number of factors. Which medium portrays greatest agenda setting 

effects is often determined by geography, political settings and issues (McCombs, 2004 pg. 48). Still, general 

observations show that newspapers show stronger agenda setting effect (McCombs, 2004 pg. 49). In consequence, 

the result of the empirical research is conflicting with conventional wisdom. 

Furthermore, one might wonder why correlation was only moderately positive between the agendas of the St. Louis 

Post-Dispatch, The New York Times and The Washington Post and the public agenda. Why did results not show 

greater agenda correlation? Perhaps agenda correlation could be contingent on how many issues are included on 

the media agenda. Look at the following example:  

 

An expansion of issues on the media agenda, in this case the St. Louis Post Dispatch, showed that despite very 

limited amount of news coverage, issues such as morality issues and national security/terrorism were quite high on 

the public agenda. As a consequence the overall correlation decreased to 0.29. 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: September 1 - November 3, 2008. 
Issue        # of articles              % of news selection              Most Important Issue (%) 
U.S. economy                511    27   29 
Taxes                  465    23     9 
Health care        282    14     4 
Energy/Environment       245    13     4 
Gas prices         167       9     1 
War in Iraq          159       8     6 
Unemployment/Jobs          91       5     8 
 
Vice President         85     4     1 
Government corruption        70     3     3 
National security/terrorism        62                    2     6 
Illegal Immigration         57                    2     0 
Morality issues         55                    2    10 

 
 

Table 22: Expanded media agenda 
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Likewise, if issues that receive at least 10 % of the news coverage were the only issues represented on the media 

agenda, correlation between agendas suddenly increased to an astonishing 0.86.  

 

Surprisingly, none of the reviewed literature listed this as a possible factor influencing the correlation score. 

McCombs did however note that issues receiving less than 10 % of the total news coverage would not have a 

significant impact on the public agenda when people are asked what the most important issue is. Concurrently, only 

four issues received more than 10 % of the news coverage in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and the two nationally 

distributed newspapers. For television, only three issues received more than 10 % of the overall news coverage. 

Conclusively, the number of issues employed in agenda setting research could serve as an explanation to why 

neither medium showed greater correlation effect.  

In addition, the analysis of the Internet‟s agenda setting effect suggests that the notion of „relevancy and uncertainty‟ 

for certain issues appear to be an important factor as well. The Internet‟s advantage in agenda setting studies is 

perhaps that the Google Trend index registers the unconscious searches and thereby gives a more precise measure 

of what issues are important to people than for instance the MIP question does. In any case, the analysis of the 

Internet showed that issues such as taxes, health care and the job and unemployment situation topped the list of 

issues most searched on the Internet. This suggests that people were most worried about their jobs - if they would go 

unemployed, but also how much more they would have to pay in taxes and whether or not they would be covered by 

a health care plan, if in case a new president took office. All in all, what the Internet did show was that mostly 

obtrusive issues were most important to the general population, whereas the media focused comparatively more on 

unobtrusive issues such as the War in Iraq (3rd most covered issue in New York Times and Washington Post), Vice 

presidential candidates (3rd most covered issue on CNN and FOX) and foreign policy (7 percent of total news 

coverage on CNN and FOX).  

Another result of the empirical research was that people‟s educational level portrayed the greatest margin between 

two subgroups of all the demographic variables investigated in this thesis, which arguably makes it the most 

significant demographic variable. However, why did the interconnected age variable not show the same magnitude of 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: September 1 - November 3, 2008. (Abbreviated media agenda) 
Issue        # of articles              % of news selection              Most Important Issue (%) 
U.S. economy                511    27   29 
Taxes                  465    23     9 
Health care        282    14     4 
Energy/Environment       245    13     4 

 
 

Table 23: Abbreviated media agenda 
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effects between younger and older people? And secondly, why did the education variable not demonstrate stronger 

correlation evidence?  

Normally, agenda setting susceptibility is highest among frequent viewers/readers of news media, which 

subsequently means that older people demonstrate greater agenda setting susceptibility because they have been 

paying more attention towards the campaign. However, during this election, compared to four years ago, twice as 

many young people said they had paid close attention to the campaign (New York Times Poll, 2007), which in effect 

increased the agenda setting susceptibility among the younger people and evened out the margin between the two 

subgroups.    

In regards to why the educational variable did not demonstrate stronger correlation evidence, could be because of  

the memory decay of news stories is the same regardless of educational level, which could serve as a viable 

explanation to the fairly low correlation score for individuals with some sort of college education (Graber, 2006 pg. 

202). Another possibility is that better educated people has, as mentioned, a more sophisticated notion of political 

matters and therefore do not readily accepts mass medias ranking of the most important issues, but instead has a 

more developed defense mechanism and can therefore critically view the media‟s representations of the most 

important issues (Iyengar, 1997 pg. 215). In effect, education may not by itself be a significant predictor for people‟s 

agenda setting susceptibility. What education might predict is people‟s level of attention and involvement in political 

affairs, mainly because education has a conjoining effect of increasing people‟s attention to the news media 

(McCombs, 2004 pg. 41).  

While the educational variable showed significant differences in individual‟s agenda setting susceptibility, the age 

variable did not. However, there might be a very plausible explanation for this somewhat unexpected finding. The 

reason could be that the nomination of Obama simply appealed more to the younger voters, which therefore made 

younger people seek out more information about issues and candidates.   

Lastly, a third explanation to why there are low levels of correlation between media agendas and public agendas 

could be because of wedge issues. In a perfect scenario, the issue most relevant to the majority of the population 

should also be the most widely covered topic. However, it is not always so. On occasion some issues, it seems, 

receive incredibly much attention, especially when the issues perceived importance is taken into consideration. Often 

the issues that receive more media attention than their immediate importance necessitates, are wedge issues. 

Because the media tries to produce disagreement and argument among candidates, wedge issues are more visible 

in the media than it is in the public conscious in regards to what issues are the most important (Graber, 1994 pg. 

165). In last year‟s election there were plenty of examples where the issue perhaps was not of great concern to the 

public, but it still received much media coverage. The perfect example is perhaps the issue of the Vice President. A 

Vice Presidential candidate has rarely received so much media attention as Sarah Palin and Joe Biden did in 2008. 
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Even though media‟s attention towards Sarah Palin pushed the issue of the Vice President up on the public agenda, 

the issue was clearly over-represented on the media agenda compared to the public agenda. In effect, there will be 

discrepancies in correlation evidence among the media agenda and the public agenda.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 
 

Agenda setting research is, without a doubt, an interesting aspect of communication research. The advancement of 

agenda setting theory developed, essentially, because of the discontentment with existing findings.  Agenda setting 

theory, in most instances, does not suggest that media coverage of various issues changes voting behavior. In fact, 

results from the empirical research showed that only 12 % of respondents said that the media coverage of the 

upcoming presidential election had made them rethink their choice of president (see questions 18 in Appendix). What 

the theory does suggest is that media primes certain issues through its news selection to assign some issues more 

importance than others, and people then accept media‟s representation of what the most important issue is, and 

adjust their political priorities hereafter (Perloff, 1998 pg. 219). This notion was at least supported by the empirical 

research deployed in this paper.  

There was overall support for the first part of the research question - namely that the media created issue salience 

and ensuing correlation between the media agenda and the public agenda.  Every media outlet investigated revealed 

evidence supporting the agenda setting hypothesis. The results suggested that newspapers had a moderate agenda 

setting effect, whereas television exerted strong agenda setting effect. All in all, however, The St. Louis Post-

Dispatch did not prove to be more influential than The New York Times and The Washington Post, in setting an 

agenda of issues. The 0.03 correlation margin in favor of the St. Louis Post Dispatch can hardly be considered 

significant.  

In addition, The St. Louis Post-Dispatch did not show greater agenda setting influence than other medium‟s – or at 

least not television. Television was, in fact, the only medium, of those explored, that demonstrated a strong agenda 

setting effect. The Internet‟s agenda setting effect was a little harder to assess as it was treated in a slightly different 

way. However, what the analysis of the Internet searches did project was that it was mainly obtrusive issues that 

most people searched the World Wide Web for.  

Furthermore, the theory of agenda setting also put forward that some people were more susceptible to media 

influence based on their demographic blueprint than others. In any case, the result of this research supports the 

notion that people who are active information seekers are also those portraying the greatest agenda setting 

susceptibility.  
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The most significant research result, from an agenda setting perspective, came from individuals highly interested and 

highly attentive to the election campaign. Concurrently, this research also supports the notion that an individual‟s 

„need for orientation‟ is a key aspect in relation to individual‟s agenda setting susceptibility. If people are interested in 

the election, they will also seek out more information about issues and candidates positions on issues and, hence 

their perceived importance of issue salience will correspond more with the media‟s ranking of the most important 

issue during an election campaign. This finding, however, does not share consensus among researchers. In fact, it is 

completely opposite to what earlier research concluded (McLeod, Becker, Byrnes, 1974). McLeod et al. found that it 

was the least attentive people who were most susceptible towards media effects because they would readily accept 

the media ranking of the most important issue (Wanta, 1997 pg. 106). 

Lastly, if one compares the correlation score between various mediums with correlation results from attitudinal and 

demographic variables, it could indicate that it is not so much the medium that is pivotal when trying to assess the 

media‟s influence on public opinion but rather people‟s individual characteristics, and in particular attitudinal factors 

more than demographic factors, that influence the agenda setting process. In general, the more active an individual is 

in keeping themselves updated about the campaign, the more powerful the media‟s influence seems to be (Wanta, 

1997 pg. 108). 

However, given the many variables at play in this type of research, and especially outside an experimental setting, 

could make the results open for interpretation. For instance, when asking people where they get their political news 

from, the indicated reliance is arguably a weak index of actual media use (Wagner, 1983 pg. 7). In effect, self-

assessment could be overtly unreliable to predict the actual usage of various media outlets.  

Furthermore, arguing that the results provide definite conclusions are risky at best, but this kind of study can provide 

an idea of the influence each medium possess in addressing certain issues and passing this notion of issue salience 

on to its viewer- or readership (Graber, 2006 pg. 210).  

Moreover, besides the media outlets already examined in this thesis, a further expansion of the media outlets would 

add depth to the understanding of agenda setting effects for other than the most commonly investigated outlets. 

Furthermore, this study was only preoccupied with agenda setting effects between the media and the public. A 

further investigation of the interconnectedness between trigger events or candidate agendas, the media agenda, the 

public agenda, and lastly, the policy agenda would shed some light over the complexity of agenda setting research.  

Also, how do issues compete for salience among each other? Clearly, the issue of the economy overshadowed all 

other issues in regards to media coverage and public salience. When such dominance of one issue occurs how does 

that change the dynamic of coverage for other issues (Dearing, 1996 pg. 98)? 
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Lastly, as Figure 15 (pg. 39) showed, primetime viewership was down quite significantly in a non-election year. In 

effect, how powerful is the media‟s agenda setting effect outside a campaign setting?  

All these questions and approaches to agenda setting research could serve as intriguing studies for further insights 

into the complexity of agenda setting research.   

Nonetheless, based on the results from the empirical research data one might conclude that the influence of media 

power is overrated. However, as pointed out earlier, this could be attributed to many other factors. Therefore, albeit 

the somewhat inconclusive results of this research, the positive correlation between agendas of all media sources 

investigated in this thesis, is sufficient to assign importance to the theory of agenda-setting during election 

campaigns. This notion is further supported by the fact that even though not all studies of agenda-setting theory has 

been consistent, there seem to be enough evidence that the mass media do transfer issue salience from one agenda 

to another (Kaid, 2004 pg. 206).  

In effect; -“The power of the press in America is a primordial one. It (the media) sets the agenda of public discussion; 

and […] determines what people will talk and think about…” (Graber, 2006 pg. 14), which is the essence of agenda-

setting theory. The importance of mass media and its ability to set the agenda must therefore be considered quite 

influential.
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Appendix – Empirical Research; Questionnaire and Results 

 

Results for: Agenda-Setting effect by the mass media 
 

 

1)  Please list the age group in which you belong: 
 

    
Percentag

e 

Response

s 

18-

25 
 

55.0 77 

26-

35 
 

7.9 11 

36-

45 
 

25.0 35 

46-

55 
 

7.1 10 

56-

65 
 

0.7 1 

66

+ 
 

4.3 6 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

2)  Please state your sex? 
 

    
Percentag

e 

Response

s 

Femal

e 
 

60.0 84 

Male 
 

40.0 56 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

3)  Do you live in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area and surrounding Missouri and Illinois 

counties, which includes Jefferson County, Madison County, Monroe County, North 

County, South County, St. Charles County, St. Clair County, Warren County and West 

County? 

 
 

    
Percen

tage 

Respo

nses 
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Y

es  
 

92.9% 130 

N

o 
 

7.1% 10 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

4)  How would your describe your own social status? 
 

    Percentage Responses 

Lower 

working 

class 

 

8.6 12 

Lower 

middle 

class 

 

13.6 19 

Middle 

class 
 

52.9 74 

Upper 

middle 

class 

 

22.9 32 

Upper 

class 
 

2.1 3 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

5)  Please state your level of education? 
 

 

Less 

than 

High 

Schoo

l 

degre

e  

High 

school 

degree  

Bachel

or 

degree  

Master 

degree  

Ph.d 

degre

e 

Respons

es 

Average 

Score 
  

Educational Level 

0 

(0.00

%) 

73 

(52.14

%) 

45 

(32.14

%) 

19 

(13.57

%) 

3 

(2.14

%) 

140 

2.66 / 5 

(53.20%

)   
 

      

2.66 / 5 

(53.20

%) 

  

 

 

6)  Please state your level of political interest? 
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Not 

interested  

A little 

interested  

Very 

interested 
Responses 

Average 

Score 
  

 
7 (5.00%) 

56 

(40.00%) 

77 

(55.00%) 
140 

2.50 / 3 

(83.33%) 

  
 

      
2.50 / 3 

(83.33%) 
  

 

 

7)  So far, how much attention have you paid to the election? 
 

 

None  
Very 

little  

A fair 

amount  

Very 

much 

Response

s 

Average 

Score 
  

  

1 

(0.71%

) 

19 

(13.57%

) 

66 

(47.14%

) 

54 

(38.57%

) 

140 

3.24 / 4 

(81.00%) 

  
 

      

3.24 / 4 

(81.00%

) 

  

 

 

8)  Please state your political persuasion? 
 

 

Strong 

Conservat

ive  

Moderate 

Conservat

ive  

Independ

ent  

Moder

ate 

Liberal  

Stron

g 

Liber

al 

Respon

ses 

Averag

e Score 
  

  
20 

(14.29%) 

41 

(29.29%) 

32 

(22.86%) 

37 

(26.43

%) 

10 

(7.14

%) 

140 

2.83 / 5 

(56.60

%)   
 

      

2.83 / 

5 

(56.60

%) 

  

 

 

9)  Please state where you get your political news from? (please check all that apply) 
 

    Percentage Responses 

Television 
 

37.0 114 

Newspapers (incl. online 

version) 
 

28.6 88 

Other (incl. Radio, 

magazines or by talking 

to others) 

 

34.4 106 
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10)  If Television is the preferred outlet for poltical news, please state which channels you 

most often watch? (Please check all that apply) 
 

    Percentage Responses 

CNN 
 

20.9 70 

MSNBC 
 

13.4 45 

FOX NEWS 
 

19.7 66 

NBC 
 

14.9 50 

ABC 
 

6.0 20 

CBS 
 

8.4 28 

Local TV Station 
 

11.3 38 

Other 
 

5.4 18 
 

 

11)  If newspapers is the preferred outlet for political news, please state which newspaper 

you most often read? (Please check all that apply) 
 

    
Percentag

e 

Response

s 

The New 

York Times 
 

6.9 7 

USA Today 
 

2.9 3 

Washingto

n Post 
 

1.0 1 

Wall Street 

Journal 
 

10.8 11 

St. Louis 

Post 

Dispatch 

 

54.9 56 

Other 
 

23.5 24 

Total responses: 102 
 

 

12)  How often do you read The St.Louis Post-Dispatch? 
 

 

Never  
Once a 

month  

2-3 

times 

a 

month  

Once a 

week  

2-3 

times 

a 

week  

Every 

day 

Respon

ses 

Averag

e Score 
  

  
43 

(30.71

26 

(18.57

21 

(15.00

21 

(15.00

9 

(6.43

20 

(14.29
140 

2.91 / 6 

(48.50  
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%) %) %) %) %) %) %)   

      

2.91 / 

6 

(48.50

%) 

  

 

 

13)  Please state what issue will be the most important to you in deciding who to vote for in 

the 2008 US Presidential election? 
 

    Percentage Responses 

The War in Iraq 
 

5.8 8 

Jobs and unemployment 
 

7.9 11 

Character issues of nominees 
 

7.9 11 

Illegal Immigration 
 

0.0 0 

Energy and the Environment 
 

3.6 5 

Gas Prices 
 

0.7 1 

Goverment corruption 
 

2.9 4 

Health care 
 

3.6 5 

The economy 
 

29.5 41 

Taxes 
 

8.6 12 

Terrorism and national security 
 

5.8 8 

Morality issues (i.e. Abortion, Same-

sex marriages etc.) 
 

10.1 14 

Choice of Vice President 
 

0.7 1 

Experience of Presidential Candidate 
 

1.4 2 

Foreign Policy 
 

5.8 8 

Other 
 

2.2 3 

Unsure 
 

3.6 5 

Total responses: 139 
 

 

14)  How do you percieve the medias coverage of what you considered the most important 

issue? 
 

 

Non-

existe

nt  

Bad  
Adequat

e  
Good  

Very 

good  

Respons

es 

Average 

Score 
  

  
10 

(7.14%

50 

(35.71

57 

(40.71

18 

(12.86

5 

(3.57
140 

2.70 / 5 

(54.00%  
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) %) %) %) %) )   

      

2.70 / 5 

(54.00

%) 

  

 

 

15)  On certain issues, please state how you think the mass media in general has covered 

the following issues? 
 

 

Not 

enough  
adequately  Too much Responses 

Average 

Score 
  

The economy 
18 

(12.86%) 

92 

(65.71%) 

30 

(21.43%) 
140 

2.09 / 3 

(69.67%) 

  
 

Tax policy 
53 

(37.86%) 

71 

(50.71%) 

16 

(11.43%) 
140 

1.74 / 3 

(58.00%) 

  
 

Illegal Immigration 
94 

(67.14%) 

39 

(27.86%) 
7 (5.00%) 140 

1.38 / 3 

(46.00%) 

  
 

National security 
63 

(45.00%) 

64 

(45.71%) 

13 

(9.29%) 
140 

1.64 / 3 

(54.67%) 

  
 

Character issues 
41 

(29.29%) 

42 

(30.00%) 

57 

(40.71%) 
140 

2.11 / 3 

(70.33%) 

  
 

Morality issues 
65 

(46.43%) 

51 

(36.43%) 

24 

(17.14%) 
140 

1.71 / 3 

(57.00%) 

  
 

The Vice President 
12 

(8.57%) 

48 

(34.29%) 

80 

(57.14%) 
140 

2.49 / 3 

(83.00%) 

  
 

Energy and the Environment 
55 

(39.29%) 

75 

(53.57%) 

10 

(7.14%) 
140 

1.68 / 3 

(56.00%) 

  
 

Health care 
66 

(47.14%) 

65 

(46.43%) 
9 (6.43%) 140 

1.59 / 3 

(53.00%) 

  
 

Foreign Policy 
62 

(44.60%) 

76 

(54.68%) 
1 (0.72%) 139 

1.56 / 3 

(52.00%) 

  
 

      
1.80 / 3 

(59.97%) 
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16)  Regardless of actual media coverage, please state how much personal relevancy 

the following issues have to you? 
 

 

No 

personal 

relevance  

Some 

personal 

relevance  

Much 

personal 

relevance  

Responses 
Average 

Score 
  

The economy 1 (0.72%) 
39 

(28.06%) 

99 

(71.22%) 
139 

2.71 / 3 

(90.33%) 

  
 

Unemployment and jobs 
15 

(10.79%) 

52 

(37.41%) 

72 

(51.80%) 
139 

2.41 / 3 

(80.33%) 

  
 

Iraq war 
17 

(12.23%) 

72 

(51.80%) 

50 

(35.97%) 
139 

2.24 / 3 

(74.67%) 

  
 

Illegal Immigration 
60 

(43.17%) 

58 

(41.73%) 

21 

(15.11%) 
139 

1.72 / 3 

(57.33%) 

  
 

Abortion 
45 

(32.37%) 

46 

(33.09%) 

48 

(34.53%) 
139 

2.02 / 3 

(67.33%) 

  
 

Government corruption 
17 

(12.23%) 

60 

(43.17%) 

62 

(44.60%) 
139 

2.32 / 3 

(77.33%) 

  
 

Character issues of presidential nominees 
27 

(19.42%) 

66 

(47.48%) 

46 

(33.09%) 
139 

2.14 / 3 

(71.33%) 

  
 

Energy and the environment 8 (5.76%) 
70 

(50.36%) 

61 

(43.88%) 
139 

2.38 / 3 

(79.33%) 

  
 

Foreign policy 
21 

(15.11%) 

80 

(57.55%) 

38 

(27.34%) 
139 

2.12 / 3 

(70.67%) 

  
 

Taxes 3 (2.16%) 
60 

(43.17%) 

76 

(54.68%) 
139 

2.53 / 3 

(84.33%) 

  
 

Gas Prices 2 (1.44%) 
38 

(27.34%) 

99 

(71.22%) 
139 

2.70 / 3 

(90.00%) 

  
 

Morality issues 
25 

(17.99%) 

59 

(42.45%) 

55 

(39.57%) 
139 

2.22 / 3 

(74.00%) 

  
 

Health care 
11 

(7.91%) 

55 

(39.57%) 

73 

(52.52%) 
139 

2.45 / 3 

(81.67%) 
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Terrorism and national secuirty 
12 

(8.63%) 

59 

(42.45%) 

68 

(48.92%) 
139 

2.40 / 3 

(80.00%) 

  
 

      
2.31 / 3 

(77.05%) 
  

 

 

17)  How many of the televised presidential debates, including the Vice Presidential 

debate, have you seen? (4 in total) 
 

    
Percentag

e 

Response

s 

None 

of 

them  

 

10.0 14 

Abou

t half 

of 

them 

 

55.0 77 

All of 

them 
 

35.0 49 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

18)  Regardless of whom (Barack Obama/John McCain)  you support, has the media 

coverage of the upcoming presidential election made you rethink your choice of 

president? 
 

    
Percenta

ge 

Respons

es 

Yes 
 

19.3 27 

No 
 

68.6 96 

Not 

sur

e 

 

12.1 17 

Total responses: 140 
 

 

 

 

 

 


